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Abstract 
 
Johansson, Jenny (2012). Drivers of polymorphism dynamics in Pygmy grasshoppers. Linnaeus 

University Dissertation No 95/2012. ISBN: 978-91-86983-70-3. Written in English with 

a summary in Swedish. 

In this thesis, I used colour polymorphism in pygmy grasshoppers as a model system to 

study the influence of selection, developmental plasticity, mating behaviour and gene flow 

on patterns of phenotypic and genetic diversity within and among populations in changing 

environments.  

Data for more than 5,000 individuals collected from natural populations showed that 

the incidence of black (melanic) pygmy grasshoppers was higher in burnt than in non-burnt 

areas, and rapidly declined over time within populations in post-fire environments. A 

common garden experiment confirmed that differences among populations were genetically 

determined. A split brood experiment further uncovered no developmental plasticity in 

response to rearing substrate, but a high resemblance between mothers and their offspring 

thus indicating that colour morphs are under strong genetic control.  

To investigate the role of polyandry, I experimentally mated virgin females to multiple 

males; genotyped families using microsatellite markers developed for this purpose, and 

demonstrated that polyandrous females can produce offspring sired by different males. 

Analysis of families produced by females collected from a natural population confirmed that 

multiple paternities can increase colour morph diversity among half-siblings in the wild. 

Analysis of 130 AFLP (Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism) markers in individuals 

from 5 localities uncovered two distinct gene clusters, as well as high genetic diversity 

within and significant divergence among populations within each cluster.  

My studies of colour polymorphism dynamics demonstrate an important role of 

population differentiation and rapid adaptive evolution in response to selection in 

heterogeneous environments, indicate limited effects of plasticity and gene flow, and 

implicate multiple mating as promoting diversity within populations in this pygmy 

grasshopper system. 
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“If you are, you breathe 
If you breathe, you talk 

If you talk, you ask 
If you ask, you think 

If you think, you search 
If you search, you experience 
If you experience, you learn 

If you learn, you grow 
If you grow, you which 
If you which, you find 
If you find, you doubt 

If you doubt, you question 
If you question, you understand 

If you understand, you know 
If you know, you want to know more 

If you want to know more, you are alive” 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Live Curious campaign 
National Geographic 
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SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

Miljömässiga störningar, såsom skogsbränder, utgör ett naturligt experiment 
som ger möjlighet att undersöka ekologiska och genetiska konsekvenser av 
miljöförändringar. Det är inte bara miljön som varierar, många arter uppvisar 
också en stor variation både mellan populationer men även mellan individer 
inom populationer. En sådan inom-populations variation kallas för 
polymorfism d.v.s. inom en population förekommer två eller fler distinkta 
former (morfer). 

Polymorfism utgör ett bra exempel på biologisk diversitet och i många fall 
också genetisk diversitet. Hos många arter är färgpolymorfism kopplade till 
andra egenskaper hos individen så som storlek, beteende, temperaturreglering 
och födoval. Evolutions biologer har tidigare ansett att denna polymorfism 
bara kan bibehållas under mycket begränsande förhållanden. Vissa teoretiska 
modeller om hur evolution sker i heterogena (olika) och föränderliga miljöer 
visar exempelvis på att fluktuationer i miljön minskar den genetiska 
variationen, medan andra modeller visar att polymorfism kan bibehållas om 
selektionstrycket varierar temporalt. Trots detta finns få empiriska studier som 
undersökt vilka evolutionära processer som har störst betydelse för att bevara 
biologisk diversitet hos naturliga populationer i störda och fragmenterade 
områden, kunskap som vi är i behov av för att kunna utvärdera teoretiska 
modeller. En ökad kunskap om vilka evolutionära mekanismer som påverkar 
populationers dynamik och anpassning kan även bidra till att man lyckas bättre 
inom tillämpade bevarandebiologiska projekt. 
     Min avhandling handlar om hur miljöförändringar påverkar den genetiska 
sammansättningen inom och mellan populationer samt om det komplexa 
samspelet mellan populationsdynamik och populationsgenetik. Jag har använt 
mig av färgpolymorfism hos torngräshoppor (Tetrix subulata) som 
modellsystem i kombination med morfologiska observationer, experimentella 
studier och molekylära metoder för att svara på följande generella 
frågeställningar: Vad händer med den morfologiska variationen över tid inom 
och mellan populationer? Uppvisar de någon plastisk respons mot olika 



miljöer? Bidrar multipelt faderskap till mer färg variabla avkommor? Sker 
genflöde mellan populationer? 
     Jag samlade in vilda gräshoppor från naturliga populationer i olika typer av 
miljöer, vilka oftast var brända, men också från ängsmarker, kalhyggen och 
våtmarker med syfte att undersöka gräshoppornas etablerings- och 
anpassningsförmåga i områden som nyligen bränts. Mina resultat överraskade, 
då gräshopporna från första till fjärde året efter brand uppvisade en snabb 
färgförändring inom populationer. Den svarta morfen var betydligt vanligare 
de första åren och försvann sedan gradvis, till att nästan vara helt borta efter 
fyra år när miljön hade förändrats i takt med ökad växtlighet. Troligen är det 
en selektiv fördel att vara svart med ett bra kamouflage mot det svarta brända 
underlaget innan vegetationen har växt upp igen. Det är inte ofta man kan visa 
på en sådan snabb adaptiv evolution i replikerade naturliga populationer som 
en respons på divergerande och fluktuerande selektion i kombination med 
spatiotemporal (mellan habitat och över tid) miljöförändring. 
     Färgpolymorfism hos djur kan antingen återspegla en underliggande 
genetisk polymorfism, utvecklingsmässig plasticitet eller en kombination av 
dessa. Jag undersökte därför om gräshoppornas färg ändras som en plastisk 
respons på underlaget. Kullarna delades upp i två grupper som föddes upp 
separat på antingen bränt krossat kol eller på vit akvariesand. Resultaten visade 
att gräshopporna inte har förmågan att byta färg under sin uppväxt beroende 
på underlaget, istället fann jag att färgen är starkt genetiskt nedärvt. 
     Då frågan kvarstår om varför de uppvisar en sådan snabb färgförändring 
som svar på en förändrad miljö, utvecklade jag artspecifika primrar för 
mikrosatelliter. Dessa molekylära markörer använde jag sedan till att 
undersöka om honorna som parar sig med fler än en hane får ungar som är 
halvsyskon. Tidigare resultat har visat att honora är polyandriska d.v.s. parar 
sig med fler hanar och detta kan göra att honorna kan producera mycket 
variabla avkommor inom samma kull (honorna kan lägga ca 35 ägg/kull och 3 
kullar/säsong). Jag utförde ett parnings-experiment för att undersöka om 
honans polyandri leder till multipelt faderskap. Virginella (oparade) honor 
tilldelades fyra hanar vardera När de virginella honorna hade lagt ägg och 
dessa kläckts, genotypade jag föräldrarna samt avkommorna. Resultaten 
bekräftade att honorna använder sig av fler än en hane till sina avkommor, 
vilket betyder att avkommorna inom kullarna är halv-syskon. Jag analyserade 
även kullar som lagts av viltfångade honor som inte parades på laboratoriet. 
Resultaten visade att honorna även i vilt tillstånd parar sig med flera hanar 
(och inte bara artificiellt). De kullar som hade flera pappor visade även en 
högre morfdiversitet, vilket visar att ett polyandriskt parningsbeteende kan 
bidra till att upprätthålla en hög genetisk variation inom populationer och 
därigenom möjliggöra den snabba evolutionen och anpassningen till nya 
miljöförhållanden. 



     Ovanstående resultat har påvisat en snabb anpassning till nya miljöer och 
att det inte beror på att de uppvisar någon plastisk respons på underlaget, och 
att honorna parar sig med fler hanar, sannolikt för att öka morfdiversiteten 
inom kullarna hos avkommorna. Jag fortsatte med att undersöka den genetiska 
strukturen inom och mellan olika populationer. Genom att välja ut fem 
stycken populationer och analysera 130 polymorfa AFLP (Amplified 
Fragment Length Polymorphism) markörer kunde jag påvisa en mycket hög 
genetisk diversitet inom populationer, vilket är en förutsättning för att 
evolutionära förändringar och anpasningar ska kunna ske, och dessutom en 
hög grad av genetisk skillnad mellan populationer, vilket är ett resultat av flera 
olika ekologiska och evolutionära processer. Min analys visade också på två 
mycket uppdelade genkluster, vilka samexisterade inom två av de fem 
lokalerna, vilket visar på att fortsatta studier behövs för att ta reda på orsakerna 
till och konsekvenserna av den här genetiska uppdelningen. 

Min avhandling om dynamik av färgpolymorphism hos torngräshoppor 
påvisar sammanfattningsvis en mycket snabb evolutionär anpassing som en 
respons på selektionstryck i heterogena miljöer, och tyder samtidigt på att 
effekterna av plasticitet och genflöde är begränsade i det här systemet. Vidare 
tycks torngräshoppornas polyandriska parningsbeteende kunna bidra till en 
ökad genetisk och morfologisk variation inom populationer, och därmed spela 
en viktig roll för den evolutionära dynamiken i och bevarandet av 
färgpolymorfism inom detta modelsystem. 
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DRIVERS OF POLYMORPHISM 
DYNAMICS 

There is a broad concern that many populations and species are at risk of 
extinction in the face of natural and anthropogenic environmental fluctuations, 
habitat degradation and fragmentation that result in strong directional 
selection (Lande 1988; Hanski 1998b). If populations or species harbour large 
amounts of genetic variation, there is a larger chance that some of the alleles 
and haplotypes will be beneficial in the event of environmental change and 
novel selection regimes, since mutations are rare and cannot create new genetic 
variation at a rate needed for rapid local adaptation (Forsman et al. 2011; 
Hanski 1998b; Hughes et al. 2008; Karlsson et al. 2008; D. J. Bell et al. 2010). 
The conventional view is that small population size results in decreased 
genetic variability due to random loss of alleles, fewer new mutations per unit 
time, reduced opportunity for recombination, and a reduced probability that 
mutations of small effect can be maintained by selection (Ford 1966; Hedrick 
1986; Dobzhansky 1970). A loss of population fitness seems to be most likely 
when individuals or populations are under different forms of stress, such as 
habitat fragmentation (Frankham 2005; Armbruster & Reed 2005; Keller 
2002). It is therefore surprising that peripheral populations characterized by 
low density and high temporal variation sometimes exhibit greater genetic 
diversity, compared with populations near the core of a species' range 
(Vucetich & Waite 2003). However, bottlenecks, founder events and/or 
inbreeding may cause shifts in the organization of the gene pool such that a 
portion of the epistatic variance may be converted to additive variation, leading 
to increased genetic- and epistatic variance of quantitative traits (Carson 1990; 
Björklund 2004; Briggs & Goldman 2006). This may help to explain why the 
estimated genetic variation for phenotypic traits between populations under 
selection usually is higher, than for neutral genetic marker variation (Crnokrak 
2001). 

Micro-evolutionary response to natural selection may cause local 
adaptation and genetic differentiation among populations, so that individuals 
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become better suited for life in their own environment (Endler 1986). 
Populations may also undergo evolutionary modifications in response to 
selection in temporally changing environments. Rapid evolution is often 
associated with colonization and establishment in novel or modified 
environments, and with heterogeneous environments and a meta-population 
structure. Both these settings are associated with changes in food resources, 
the competitor and predator community composition, and in other aspects of 
the biophysical environment. This results in strong directional selection and 
provides at least a short term opportunity for population growth, suggesting 
that these ecological conditions may promote rapid evolution (Ghalambor & 
Reznick 2004; E. Bell et al. 2012; Gingerich 2009). In this context, 
populations that are genetically and phenotypically more diverse are likely 
better to colonize novel habitats and to withstand and adapt to changing 
environments (D. J. Bell et al. 2010; Karlsson et al. 2008; Hanski 1998a; 
Hughes et al. 2008). 

Phenotypic variation among individuals and populations may not only 
reflect genetic differences, it may be a result from developmental plasticity in 
response to environmental influences during growth (Ford 1945; Leimar 2005; 
Pigliucci 2001; Roff 1997). Plasticity may be adaptive if there are 
environmental cues that reliably predict future selection regimes (Leimar et al. 
2006; Forsman & Shine 1997; Leimar 2005). Thus, whether or not plasticity 
offers an adaptive solution to challenges imposed by changing selection 
depends on environmental grain, that is, on the spatiotemporal scale of change 
relative to the lifespan and mobility of the organism (Levins 1968). 
Unpredictable heterogeneous environments are more likely to promote the 
evolution of stochastic phenotype switching (bet hedging) or genetic 
polymorphism (Wennersten & Forsman n.d.). 
     Understanding the effects of environmental change and stochastic 
disturbance events on genetic and phenotypic polymorphisms in natural 
populations is important for several reasons, as there is no consensus with 
regard to predictions from theory. Some models predict that environmental 
fluctuations will erode the genetic variability of populations, whereas other 
models propose that temporal variation in selection will promote the 
maintenance of polymorphisms. The conflicting outcomes partly reflect 
differences in the assumptions (e.g., haploid versus diploid, overlapping versus 
non-overlapping generations) of the genetic models used (Levins 1968; 
Hedrick 1986; Seger & Brockmann 1987; Frank & Slatkin 1990; Roff 1997; 
Leimar 2005). Furthermore, knowing how environmental disturbances 
influence the genetic composition of natural populations is crucial for the 
development of successful plans for conservation and protection of biodiversity 
(Lande 1988; Ferriére et al. 2004; Höglund 2009; Lande 1988; Ferriére et al. 
2004).  
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     In this thesis, I use spatiotemporal dynamic of colour pattern 
polymorphism in Tetrix subulata pygmy grasshopper populations in fire-
ravaged and non-burnt habitats as a model system to investigate evolutionary 
responses to environmental change. The consequences of occasional 
disturbance events such as forest fires for the genetic composition of 
populations are not limited to effects caused by temporal variation in selection 
and mediated by population dynamics. The increased spatial heterogeneity 
caused by fire events may also play an important role by imposing a 
combination of divergent selection and gene flow (Levene 1953; Hedrick 
1986). Dispersal and gene flow may influence the genetic structure of 
populations, since allele frequency may alter when individuals move and enter 
into a new population (dispersal) and start to reproduce and contribute 
offspring (gene flow) to the new population (Freeman & Herron 2004; 
Whitlock & Mccauley 1999). One hypothesis states that gene flow may have a 
homogenizing effect and constrain adaptation to local conditions in 
heterogeneous environments (Zhang 2006). However, in combination with 
matching habitat choice, gene flow may contribute to population structuring 
and enhance evolution of local adaptation (Edelaar et al. 2008; Hanski 1998a; 
Ghalambor & Reznick 2004). This thesis considers effects of environmental 
heterogeneity and change on patterns of phenotypic variation in populations 
caused by changes in the genetic composition due to selection, developmental 
plasticity and gene flow. It also concerns the possible influences of mating 
behaviour on population divergence and phenotypic polymorphisms. 

The role of mating behaviour 
The degree of relatedness between parents may influence not only the quality 
of individual offspring, but also the diversity among different offspring 
(Foerster et al. 2003; Bereczkei et al. 2002; Marshall et al. 2003). In principle, 
there is a continuum of possible degrees of relatedness between parents, 
ranging from very low, when mates represent different source populations or 
even different species, to very high relatedness, when mates are monozygotic 
twins (Fig 1). The hypothesized curvilinear relationship linking relatedness 
between parents to viability of offspring is caused by negative effects of 
inbreeding associated with the expression of double recessive lethal alleles on 
the one hand, and outbreeding associated with the breakup of co-adapted 
compatible genes, on the other (Bonneaud et al. 2006; Jennions & Petrie 
2000) (Fig 2). 
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Figure 1:  Graphical model illustrating hypotesized relationship between degree of 
relatedness between parents and fitness of individual zygotes or offspring. 
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Figure 2:  Graphical model illustrating hypotesized relationship between (a) degree of 
relatedness between parents and diversity among siblings; and (b) number of males 
contributing to parentage and diversity among half siblings produced by single mother 
 

Polyandry, when females mate with several males, may serve as an 
insurance (bet-hedging strategy) against fitness loss due to fertilization of eggs 
by males that are sterile, of low quality or have a genotype that is either too 
similar or too different from that of the female herself (Garner & Schmidt 
2003; Jennions & Petrie 2000; Watson 1991; Forsman, Caesar & Ahnesjo 
2007b; Seger & Brockmann 1987; Yasui 2001; Archer & Elgar 1999). In 
addition, mating polyandrous may provide benefits in the form of non-genetic 
resources, such as nuptial gifts, that may enhance the survival prospects of the 
female herself or allow a larger allocation of resources to reproduction (Lande 
1988; Taylor et al. 2008; Hanski 1998b; Neff & Pitcher 2005; Jennions & 
Petrie 2000). In species where females mate with more than one male, the 
number of males that contribute parentage to siblings may influence the 
diversity among offspring, and thereby increase the probability that at least 
some of the offspring will be well-suited to future selective regimes, increase 
disease resistance, and reduce competition among offspring that utilize 
different subsets of available resources (Taylor et al. 2008; Neff & Pitcher 
2005; Jennions & Petrie 2000). 
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AIMS 

This thesis concerns patterns of phenotypic and genetic variation within and 
among populations in heterogeneous and changing environments, and the 
influence on biodiversity patterns of selection, developmental plasticity, 
mating behaviour and gene flow. Colour polymorphism in T. subulata pygmy 
grasshoppers was used as a model system, and I combined observational, 
experimental and molecular approaches to address the following general 
questions: 

 
• Are there consistent (or repeatable) differences in colour morph 

frequencies between populations in non-burnt and fire-ravaged habitats, 
as expected if selection favours different phenotypes in post-fire 
environments? Do population differences persist when individuals are 
reared in a common environment, as expected if the divergence represents 
rapid genetically determined evolutionary modifications rather than plastic 
responses to environmental change? 

 
• What is the relative contribution to the variation in colour pattern among 

individuals and populations of family (genes and maternal effects) and of 
developmental plasticity in response to environmental conditions 
experienced during growth? Do different rearing substrates induce 
different colour morphs? 

 
• Do polyandrous females mated to several males produce offspring that are 

half-siblings? If so, does multiple paternity result in increased colour 
morph diversity among offspring?  

 
• What is the influence of dispersal and gene flow on the evolutionary 

divergence among populations? Are genetic differences between pairs of 
populations correlated with the geographic distances that separate them, 
as expected if gene flow has a homogenizing effect?  
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THE PYGMY GRASSHOPPER 
(TETRIX SUBULATA) 

Ecology and life-history 
Tetrix subulata is an Orthopteran of the Tetrigidae family. Pygmy grasshopper 
species (also called grouse locust) is a small (<15mm total body length, mean 
0.07g dry body mass, females larger than males), diurnal, ground dwelling and 
widely distributed insect that inhabits biomes ranging from tropical rainforests 
to arctic regions of Europe, Asia and much of North America south to Mexico 
(Forsman 2012; Rehn & Grant 1955; Holst 1986; Karlsson et al. 2008). 

It usually inhabits damp places, such as peat bogs, fens and coastal 
meadows, but also disturbed habitats such as clear cuttings and fire-ravaged 
areas. It lives on the soil surface and feeds on mosses, lichens, microalgae 
growing on moist soils, and partly decayed plant and animal matter (Holst 
1986; Karpestam & Forsman 2011).  

T. subulata survives one reproductive season. Late instar nymphs and adults 
hibernate during winter and emerge in spring (April to May in my study area 
in the southeast of Sweden) when the mating season begins (Forsman 1999; 
Forsman 2001). Females may produce multiple egg pods, where each contain 
up to 35 eggs (Forsman 2001). Nymphs develop through five (males) or six 
(females) instars before eclosing into the final moult (Holst 1986).  

Exuberant colour polymorphism 
Pygmy grasshoppers provide a classic example and model system for studies of 
colour polymorphism (Crnokrak 2001; Nabours & Foster 1929; Fisher 1930; 
Fisher 1939; Good 1941; Forsman 1999; Karlsson et al. 2008). T. subulata 
exhibits a multitude of colour morphs within populations (see cover for 
illustration). Some individuals are monochrome, while others have a distinct 
pattering (Forsman & Appelqvist 1999; Karlsson et al. 2008). The ground 
colour of their pronotum may vary from light grey, via various shades of brown 
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to black. The pattern elements consist of several widths and colours of 
longitudinal stripes along the median pronotum or on the femora of the 
jumping legs, or specks or spots about the middle or periphery of the 
pronotum or on the jumping legs. Morphs also vary with regard to texture of 
the integument on the pronotum and the femur of the jumping legs, the 
surface being either smooth, or granular and rough, or consisting of 
longitudinal ridges and grooves (veining). Some variation exists also within 
colour morphs. For instance, individuals may or may not have distinct white 
markings on the femur of the jumping legs. Furthermore, individuals may 
appear greenish or olive, and gradually appear to turn darker and change 
colour over time because they become covered with growth of algae (Helfer 
1987). These cases involving tens of colour morphs have been called 
“exuberant” polymorphism (Franks & Oxford 2009). 

A fascinating aspect of the polymorphism in pygmy grasshoppers is that 
the different colour morphs represent alternative ecological strategies that 
differ in body size, reproductive life-history, thermoregulatory behaviour, body 
temperature preferences, anti-predator behaviours, microhabitat selection and 
diet (Ford 1945; Ahnesjo & Forsman 2003; Forsman 1997; Ahnesjo & 
Forsman 2006). The relative frequencies of alternative morphs vary both 
among populations and over time within populations (Karlsson et al. 2008; 
Forsman & Appelqvist 1999). However, no systematic attempt has been made 
to quantify spatiotemporal variation in relative morph frequencies, or to 
identify the underlying ecological causes (Paper I).  

Previous investigations into the genetics of the colour polymorphism in 
pygmy grasshoppers indicate that the variation in colour pattern among 
individuals and populations, as well as the associations of colour pattern with 
other traits, is under strong genetic control (Nabours & Foster 1929; Fisher 
1930; Karlsson et al. 2009; Forsman 2000; Fisher 1939). This conclusion was 
recently questioned based on the results of an experiment interpreted to 
demonstrate an influence of developmental plasticity on the phenotypic 
expression of colour pattern (Hochkirch et al. 2008). More research designed 
to investigate the contribution of genetic and environmental influences on 
colour pattern variation is required to resolve this issue (Papers I and II). 

T. subulata has a polygynandrous mating system, and it has been suggested 
that females mated to several males may produce half-sibling offspring that are 
more colour morph diverse (Forsman, Caesar & Ahnesjo 2007b; Forsman, 
Ahnesjo & Caesar 2007a). However, multiple paternity has not yet been 
confirmed because of lack of molecular genetic markers, and the proposed 
effect on colour morph diversification remains to be demonstrated (Papers III 
and IV).  
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Dispersal capacity and wing polymorphism 
Pygmy grasshoppers are able to swim, dive and feed under water. Like many 
other insect species they are wing dimorphic (Harrison 1980; Nabours & 
Foster 1929). Only macropterous individuals with a long pronotum that 
extend well beyond the posterior point of the hind femur (more than one the 
half of its length) have fully developed functional wings. Undisturbed 
individuals usually walk slowly on the surface of the ground and occasionally 
perform short (< 0.2 m) jumps, but may jump longer distances or perform 
escape flights of up to 15 m when threatened. Accordingly, mark-recapture 
data of free-ranging individuals indicate that T. subulata is sedentary and 
normally moves only a few meters per day (Caesar et al., 2007b, Forsman and 
Appelqvist, 1999). Yet, experimental release of long winged individuals in an 
unfavourable habitat showed that they may resort to active flights of at least 
75m (Forsman, personal observation), which indicates a capacity for long 
distance dispersal (Harrison 1980). However, the rate of dispersal and the 
influence of long-distance movements and gene flow on population divergence 
in this species have not been investigated (Paper V). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

I have used a combination of different approaches, including field surveys and 
sampling of natural populations, common garden experiments, split-brood 
design rearing experiments and staged mating experiments in the laboratory. I 
have also used molecular methods; specifically, I have developed primers for 
microsatellites, which I have applied in paternity analyses, and I have used 
AFLPs to quantify gene flow and population genetic structure and divergence. 

Sampling and tissue preservation 
To quantify patterns of spatiotemporal variation in colour morph frequencies I 
collected T. subulata from several populations in mainly south central Sweden, 
Öland and Småland, during a four-year period (2008-2011). In paper I, we 
also included data from individuals that were collected since 1995. Captured 
individuals were classified according to source population, year and date of 
collection, sex (adults only, otherwise classified as nymph) and colour morph 
(Paper I-V).  

To enable subsequent genetic analyses, one hind leg (femur) was removed 
from a random subset of the captured individuals. The tissues were preserved 
in 95% ethanol (EtOH) at room temperature. Tissue preservation in ethanol 
usually does not cause any problem for long term DNA storage. If an 
individual was included in one of the experiments described below, we took a 
tissue sample after the experiment in order not to influence the experiment. If 
the individual was not included in any experiment, the femur was collected 
immediately and the individual was released. 

Common garden experiment 
To determine if differences in colour patterns observed within and among 
populations represent phenotypic plasticity or genetically determined 
evolutionary modifications, I used common garden experiment design (Paper 
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I, II, IV and V). This approach enabled me to obtain large sample size, family 
data, sex and information of colour morph frequencies of individuals 
originating from different natural populations, but rose under controlled 
conditions in a common environment. 

The general setup included capturing of wild individuals in spring that 
were brought to laboratory and housed individually for egg laying. Egg pods 
laid by females in plastic cups were transferred to a Petri-dish containing 
moist cotton for incubation. After a few days, up to a week, newly hatched 
nymphs were collected and housed by family in separate 10L plastic buckets 
containing peat soil mixture and common hair moss (Polytrichum commune). 
The buckets were kept outdoor and watered at regular intervals (Karlsson et al. 
2008). The rearing buckets were examined in the end of the summer; siblings 
were counted and classified for colour morphs and sex (adults only). 

Split-brood rearing experiment 
We used a split brood design to investigate if colour patterns of pygmy 
grasshoppers are influenced by substrate material (i.e. white coral sand or 
crushed charcoal) experienced during growth and development (Paper II). 

Newly hatched nymphs were reared individually in plastic cups  (Cerbo 
model A380, height 95 mm, bottom diameter 64 mm and top diameter 90 
mm) for egg laying. A circular opening (50 mm diameter) was cut in the 
bottom of each cup and covered with a plastic mesh (1.5 x 1.5 mm grids). The 
top of each plastic cup was covered with fibre cloth kept in place by a lid in 
which a 72 mm diameter circular opening had been cut. The cups were placed 
on trays with a damp moisture retaining cloth to maintain humidity. Plastic 
cups were filled to 1/5 with a 1:1 mixture of peat and soil, and five straws of 
Polytrichum ssp moss for food, cover and climbing opportunities. In half of the 
cups we added a layer of finely crushed charcoal, and in the other half a layer 
of white aquarium gravel. The design were chosen because not only the black 
colour, but also chemical and physical properties of burnt material may serve 
as an environmental cue and induce a plastic response of colour patterns. Cups 
were arranged in plastic racks to prevent them from tipping over, placed out of 
doors exposed to natural sunlight, and covered with wire mesh to exclude 
predation by birds. Water was provided by an automatic sprinkler system set 
such that the cups were watered for 5 min in the morning and afternoon every 
day. At the end of summer, all surviving individuals were classified for colour 
pattern, photographed and the overall darkness of coloration was estimated 
from digital images. 

Tests for phenotypic plasticity of colour patterns may potentially be 
confounded by differences in light conditions between different measurement 
occasions, as well as by inter- and intra-observer differences in the assignment 
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of colour patterns. Precautions were taken to minimize and assess the potential 
influence of such biases in our study; the same person scored colour patterns 
and estimated overall darkness for all individuals from the digital images. 

Mating experiment 
Two mating experiments were performed to investigate the influence of 
polyandry and multiple paternity (two or more males contribute paternity to 
offspring within one clutch) on the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of 
the colour polymorphism in T. subulata (Paper IV). 

To investigate if polyandrous females mated to more than one male 
produce offspring sired by different fathers, captive reared virgin females were 
experimentally mated to four different males, and the resulting offspring were 
genotyped using microsatellite markers. Virgin females were housed separately 
in plastic cups that were provided with moist cotton and soil as oviposition 
media, and a piece of potato as supplementary food. Each female was offered 
four different males, in sequence, and each male was present for 24 hours. 
Males originated from different source populations than the females, to ensure 
genetic diversity and increase resolution in paternity reconstructions. After 24h 
the male was removed and immediately put into 95% EtOH until DNA 
extraction. After the last male had been removed, the female was allowed to 
lay eggs for four days and then stored in 95% EtOH until DNA extraction. 
Egg pods were transferred to Petri dishes for incubation, and hatched nymphs 
were preserved in 95% EtOH for subsequent DNA extraction and parental 
reconstruction (Paper IV). 

To examine if multiple paternity also occurs in the wild under natural 
conditions, and to investigate if it increases colour morph diversity among 
offspring within clutches, a group of adult females were captured from a 
natural population in Bredsätra, Öland. Females were brought to the 
laboratory and housed in separate cages for egg laying without access to males, 
they were assumed to have mated prior to capture. Their eggs were incubated 
in the laboratory, and the hatchlings were reared by family in outdoor separate 
10 L buckets for growth during summer, and then inventoried and analysed 
for survival and colour morph diversity, and genotyped using microsatellites 
for relatedness (Paper IV).  

To be able to carry out paternity reconstruction and test for multiple 
paternity, I developed microsatellite primers for T. subulata (Paper III).  
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Molecular methods 
Development of molecular genetic markers 
The isolation and characterization of primers for microsatellites follow three 
main steps: development, primer design and optimization. Each of these three 
steps is relatively time-, cost-, and knowledge demanding. The isolation and 
characterization of microsatellite loci for our model species, T. subulata, have 
conformed to this description and maybe due to their large genome size. 
Development of microsatellite primers was conducted in collaboration with 
Robert Paxton at Queens University in Belfast, Northern Ireland. Primer 
design and optimization was continued at Linnaeus University in Kalmar 
(Paper III).  

I extracted DNA for cloning from thorax of one individual female 
grasshopper of T. subulata from Vanserumbäck, Öland, Sweden, using a 
phenol/chloroform protocol (Paxton et al. 1996). To digest genomic DNA I 
used a restriction enzyme SAU3AI and followed the manufacturer’s 
instructions. To ligate grasshopper DNA I used fragments between 200 and 
900bp that I cut out from a 2% agarose gel and ligated into plasmid vector 
(pUC19/BamHI) and transformed into Ultracompetent cells. Positive clones 
i.e. those who contained possible microsatellite inserts, were hybridized and 
screened for microsatellites. 

I sequenced and resolved positive colonies on an ABI3730XL automatic 
sequencer (sent to Fusion Antibodies, Belfast, NI). The second step in the 
primer development is to remove vector insert from grasshopper DNA 
sequence and design primers around it. I pairwise aligned and edited 
sequences in EMBOSS Water (Rice et al. 2000) and subsequently designed 
primers to amplify repeat motifs using Primer 3 (Rozen & Skaletsky 2000). 

The third and last step was to optimize the primers so that they bind to the 
microsatellite repeat. I extracted grasshopper genomic DNA from the thorax 
or hind leg (femur) tissue using a REDExtract-N-Amp Blood PCR Kit 
(Sigma, St Louis, MO) and used a gradient PCR for the first primer 
optimization step for each primer pair (Tsub86, Tsub74, Tsub39, Tsub34, 
Tsub6, Tsub179, Tsub78 and Tsub4), with an initial denaturation of 5 min at 
94°C followed by 38 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30s, annealing at 55-
65°C for 1.30 min, extension at 72°C for 1 min, followed by a final extension 
step at 72°C for 10 min. The optimized forward primers were 5´-end labelled 
with fluorescent dye (6-FAM, NED or VIC, Applied Biosystems) and PCR 
products were resolved in an automatic sequencer (i.e. sent to Uppsala 
Genome Centre, Uppsala University). Subsequent PCRs were run with the 
same conditions as above, but with a set annealing temperature on at least 20 
individuals from the same population at Vanserumbäck to ensure highly 
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polymorphic loci. Results were scored in a software programme called 
GeneMapper ver. 4.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). 

The high resolution microsatellite markers were used in combination with 
mating experiments to evaluate the influence of mating behaviour on the 
dynamics of the colour polymorphism and degree of variation at the level of 
individuals and families within populations (Paper IV). In addition, I used 
AFLP (amplified fragment length polymorphism) markers to study 
mechanisms and patterns of variation at larger spatial and temporal scales 
(Paper V).  
 

Using AFLP to quantify population structure and divergence 
We examined the joint contribution of dispersal, long-distance movements, 
gene flow and founder events to population divergence, the evolution of local 
adaptations and the dynamics and maintenance of polymorphisms. 
Specifically, we used AFLP data to investigate gene flow, population genetic 
structure and divergence among T. subulata populations collected from 5 
sampling localities in Sweden (Paper V). AFLP allow analyses of many loci at 
a time, but the resolution per locus is low since only present/absent alleles can 
be identified for each locus. Low resolution per locus can be compensated for 
by analysing a very large number of loci (compared to microsatellites), AFLPs 
are nevertheless suitable markers for investigating between population 
structures. 

For the purpose of this study, we selected 120 individuals of T. subulata 
pygmy grasshoppers, collected from natural populations at five geographically 
separated sampling localities (Vanserum, Boden, Sävsjö, Kosta and Oknebäck) 
in Sweden during 2005-2010. The sampling localities were distributed on the 
north and south Swedish mainland and on the island of Öland off the Swedish 
east coast. The sampling localities represented different types of habitats, 
including a stream shoreline, clear-cut areas that had previously been ravaged 
by fire, pastures and a meadow. Grasshoppers were collected by hand in 
spring, identified to species (subspecies) according to Holst (1986), classified 
according to sex, colour morph, and wing morph, and preserved in 95% 
ethanol until DNA extraction. 

DNA from 23 to 25 individuals from each population above was extracted 
from the femur using a Phenol-Chloroform method according to Sambrook et 
al. (2002) (Paper V). Analysis of amplified fragment length polymorphism 
(AFLP) was carried out as described by Vos (Vos et al. 1995; Bensch & 
Akesson 2005), using the restriction enzymes EcoRI and TrueI. Seven 
different combinations of selective PCR- primers were evaluated on a sub set 
of the samples using the pre amplification primers MA X EA. Of these, four 
combinations were selected for further analysis and sent to Uppsala Genome 
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Centre for fragment analysis using capillary electrophoresis on an ABI3730XL 
DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Chromatograms were visualized and 
evaluated using GeneMapper 4.0 (Applied Biosystems). Peak heights were 
normalized using AFLPscore (Whitlock & Mccauley 1999), and scored as 
present if the peaks were higher than 15% of the mean peak height of the 
particular locus. Samples were processed in random in order to avoid 
confounding effects. 
     To estimate genetic diversity within populations we used the number of 
polymorphic alleles (PL), percentage of polymorphic loci (PPL) at the 5% 
level, and expected heterozygosity or Nei’s genetic diversity (Hj, analogous to 
He) (Nei 1973) and calculated for each sampling locality using software 
AFLP-SURV. The frequency of the null allele at each locus was computed as 
the square root of the proportion of individuals in the sample that lack the 
AFLP fragment (i.e. the square root of one minus the frequency of the AFLP 
fragment in the sample), and the frequency of the marker allele was computed 
as one minus the frequency of the null allele (see Paper V). 

To identify genetic structuring among pygmy grasshopper populations, we 
used a full Bayesian model-based approach to assign individuals to populations 
according to their AFLP marker genotypes using the program STRUCTURE 
(Gao et al. 2007). The program estimates the probability of the data given a 
certain number of populations (K) and probabilities were calculated under a 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. True number of K for the 
given dataset, mean probabilities were calculated for K = 1-10 with 10 
independent runs per K and each was run using 20000 MCMC cycles after a 
burn in period of 5000 iterations. For individual assignment to populations, an 
independent run consisting of 5million MCMC cycles and a burn in period of 
50000 was used, implementing the obtained optimal K. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Rapid, independent, parallel evolution of melanism 
in post fire environments 
I compared frequencies of black phenotypes in several Tetrix subulata pygmy 
grasshopper populations that inhabited recently burnt areas with those in 
populations that inhabited fire ravaged areas, to test for effects of 
environmental change on the dynamics of the colour polymorphism. I also 
compared frequencies of black phenotypes among years to examine if the 
biotic and abiotic environmental changes associated with succession in post-
fire habitats cause temporal shifts in the frequency of black phenotypes within 
populations. To determine if the differences seen among and within 
populations represented genetically determined evolutionary modifications, 
rather than developmental plasticity we performed common garden breeding 
experiments.  

Comparisons of melanism frequencies based on data for more than 5,000 
individuals collected between the years 1995 and 2009 from natural 
populations inhabiting either burnt (n = 9 populations) or non-burnt habitats 
(n = 11 populations) showed that the incidence of the black colour morphs was 
higher in burnt areas, and that the percentage of individuals belonging to the 
black morph rapidly and consistently declined from about 50% on average one 
year after fire event to about 35% on average four years after a fire (Fig 3). 
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Figure 3.  The incidence of black pygmy grasshoppers is higher in burnt than in non-
burnt areas. Mean percentage of individuals that are melanistic for 11 populations in 
non-burnt areas and for 9 populations in burnt areas sampled at different times after the 
fire event. Black dots connected with lines indicate samples from successive years in the 
same population. Red squares represent mean values across populations (mean=46%, 
range 23-58% first year after fire and mean=9%, range 0-17% in non-burnt areas) within 
each year category, red line denotes fitted linear regression of yearly means. 
 

A common garden experiment confirmed that the observed differences 
among populations were genetically determined, as the incidence of melanistic 
individuals’ was lower in laboratory-born captive reared decedents from 
populations in non-burned areas as compared with decedents from 
populations in burned areas (Paper I, table 1) (Fig 4). 
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Figure 4:  The incidence of melanistic individuals among offspring from different 
populations reared in a common environment is associated with that in the parental 
generation. Data for captive born individuals (n=2070) originating from different 
populations reared in a common environment from the time of hatching until maturity 
and for wild-caught individuals from the same populations. Data for wild-caught 
individuals include all males and females in the sample, not only the parents of the 
captive reared animals. 
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My result show that in fire-ravaged areas the frequency of black morphs 

increases during first year of establishment, and then continuously declines 
back towards a background level where the population becomes more 
polymorphic (Paper I). These results indicate rapid, independent, parallel 
evolution of melansim in post fire environments. 

The question is why this is happening? Three mechanisms have been 
proposed to account for the increased proportion of black morphs in fire-
ravaged areas. Natural selection might be a strong mechanism in which the 
black phenotypes are better camouflaged against the black ground substrate 
and melanistic individuals are less visible to predators. It is also possible that 
black individuals move in and settle down in newly burnt areas. Finally, it may 
reflect a plastic response, whereby the black phenotype is induced by some 
post-fire environmental cue. 

Information on the relative contribution of genes and how environmentally 
induced plasticity affects phenotypic variation was needed for an increased 
understanding of the evolutionary dynamics of colour polymorphisms, as 
variation in colour pattern among individuals may reflect developmental 
plasticity and mask genetic variation and thereby slow down the response to 
selection (Stearns 1989). It has also been argued that plasticity may facilitate 
the evolution of genetically determined colour morphs by genetic assimilation 
(Pigliucci 2001; Waddington 1942). Further, the ability to adjust development 
and phenotypic attributes in response to environmental cues may be 
considered as an adaptation that provides a means for genotypes and 
populations to cope with changed conditions and selective regimes (Miner et 
al. 2005; Moran 1992; Pigliucci 2001).  

Are the rapid shifts in melanism frequencies due to 
developmental plasticity? 
We evaluated the hypothesis that the increased incidence of black T. subulata 
phenotypes in post-fire environments is induced by developmental plasticity in 
response to environmental cues associated with burnt material (Paper II). We 
reared offspring produced by females belonging to different colour morphs 
separately in captivity using a split-brood design on two different substrates. 
We used crushed charcoal and white aquarium gravel to investigate if 
grasshoppers raised on charcoal substrate develop a colour pattern that is 
darker overall compared with that of their siblings rose on white aquarium 
gravel. Such a darker appearance may reflect either a general darkening (e.g., 
via increased melanisation of the entire animal), or an increase in the relative 
size of black and dark pattern elements at the expense of paler pattern 
elements. I also tested the relative contribution to the variation in colour 
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pattern among individuals of family (genes and maternal effects) and of 
developmental plasticity in response to rearing substrate experienced during 
growth and development. 

My results show that overall darkness of colour patterns was not influenced 
by whether offspring were reared on white gravel sand or black crushed 
charcoal (Fig 5), but highly dependent on maternal colour morph (for details 
see Paper II).  
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Figure 5: Overall darkness of pygmy grasshopper (Tetrix subulata) individuals 
experimentally reared from the stage of hatchling on either crushed charcoal or white 
aquarium gravel using a split-brood design. Comparison is restricted to data for 35 pairs 
of siblings matched with regard to colour morph and representing 26 different families. 
Darkness was estimated as RGB-value obtained from analysis of digital images and 
measures the average darkness of colour for the red, green and blue channels from 0 
(black) to 255 (white). Figure shows means and standard deviations. 
 

My findings are consistent with the notion that colour patterns of pygmy 
grasshoppers are influenced by allelic variation at polymorphic loci, and 
possibly by epigenetic (no change in DNA sequence) and/or maternal effects. 
However, my results do not support the hypothesis that pygmy grasshoppers 
change colouration in response to the black visual background or some other 
physical or chemical cues associated with burnt material. We therefore adhere 
to the conclusions from earlier studies that fire melansim and other micro-
evolutionary modifications of colour polymorphism in these insects are driven 
by a combination of selection and gene flow (Caesar et al. 2010; Karlsson et al. 
2009). 
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Primer development of microsatellite loci 
I developed and characterized eight species-specific microsatellite loci for T. 
subulata originating from one natural population (Paper III) in order to obtain 
a genetic tool that I then could use for quantifying genetic variation and 
investigate the degree of multiple paternity. I screened 1886 colonies that 
possibly contained microsatellite repeats. Of these selected colonies, only 26 
were positive and sent for sequencing. The results from sequencing showed 
that 16 sequences (out of 26) contained repeat motifs, whereof 14 repeats was 
dinucleotide repeats, one mononucleotide repeats and one was a trinucleotide 
repeat and could be used for primer design. After designing and optimizing 
the primers only eight of these loci were polymorphic. Optimized primers 
were run on >20 individuals from one population (Vanserumbäck).  

Allele scoring showed that the eight polymorphic loci exhibited between 7 
and 30 alleles. Average gene diversity over loci was 0.41 ± 0.24 and observed 
heterozygosity ranged from 0.29 to 0.91. Using MicroChecker I detected no 
sign of linkage disequilibrium among loci. Six out of eight loci had a lower 
heterozygosity than expected under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This may 
in part be a result of null alleles, but there was no evidence of scoring error due 
to stuttering or large allele dropout. 

As observed heterozygosity was lower than expected may this indicate a 
signature of possible inbreeding effects, due to recent bottlenecking of the 
population or founder effects; T. subulata is a good colonizer and there is 
experimental evidence that new populations may be established by small 
founding groups that consist of only six individuals. Alternatively, a high 
number of homozygotes might be interpreted as null alleles, as has previously 
been observed in other Orthopteran species, or as a consequence of the 
Wahlund effect, in which two reproductively more or less isolated gene pools 
are sampled under the assumption that they are one common gene pool 
(Chapuis et al. 2005). Indeed, the sedentary behaviour of pygmy grasshoppers 
may contribute to binomial sampling variance among small local breeding 
groups. This leads us to the question how behavioural decisions by individuals 
during mating may influence the evolutionary dynamics of the colour 
polymorphism in these pygmy grasshoppers (Paper IV). 

Multiple paternity increases diversity within clutches 
As there was no sign of developmental plasticity of colour patterns in these 
pygmy grasshoppers, I used the microsatellites to test the extent of multiple 
paternity and the occurrence of half sibling clutches. I experimentally mated 
virgin females with four males in sequence and mated wild caught females 
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with two males (se methods). In addition, I used wild caught control females 
to investigate if polyandry occurs also in wild natural populations. 

Using parentage analysis based on allele counting (Jones et al. 2010), I was 
able to show that mating with more than one male can result in multiple 
paternity. I analysed microsatellite loci for four captive reared T. subulata 
female families that were experimentally mated with four different males in 
sequence and their newly hatched offspring. The four selected females 
produced on average 11 (range 7 to 16) hatchlings. The estimated minimum 
number of sires contributing parentage to these families was 1 for two of the 
families (consisting of 7 and 10 offspring), and 2 for the other two families (of 
10 and 16 offspring). We were not able to identify which one of the four males 
was father to the offspring, as alleles were shared within these families. 

To test if multiple paternity and half siblings may enhance diversity in 
offspring, I used wild caught females. The results of my parentage analysis 
based on allele counting of microsatellite loci for a group of 14 wild caught 
females and their captive reared offspring confirmed that multiple paternity 
occurs also under natural conditions. The 14 selected females produced on 
average 12 (range 7 to 24) offspring that survived until maturity. The mean 
estimated minimum number of sires contributing parentage to these families 
was 1.9 sires/family (range 1-3) (Paper IV). 

Analysis of data for these families further uncovered that colour morph 
diversity increased with increasing minimum number of sires. Thus, for the 
average family size of 12 mature offspring, number of colour morphs increased 
from 3.2 on average in families in which all offspring shared the same father, 
to 5.7 morphs in families consisting of half-sibling offspring sired by 3 or 
more different males (Fig 6), thus demonstrating that multiple paternity may 
promote phenotypic diversity among individual offspring within sib-ships in 
the wild. 
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Figure 6.  Effects of multiple paternity on colour morph diversity among Tetrix subulata 
families. Data for wild caught females mated in the wild, whose offspring were hatched 
and reared to maturity in captivity. Least squares means show the average number of 
colour morphs for a family size of 12 mature offspring, as estimated from linear 
regression of number of colour morphs on number of individuals. Minimum number of 
fathers for each family was estimated based on allele counting of three microsatellite loci. 
Error bars indicate 95% confidence limits. Colour morph diversity within families 
increased significantly with increasing family size (F 1,11 = 6.53, P = 0.026) and with 
increasing minimum number of sires (F 1,11 = 6.94, P = 0.023). 
 

So far, I have demonstrated evolutionary divergence in colour morph 
frequencies among natural populations of pygmy grasshoppers that inhabit 
different types of habitats, as well as rapid shifts in morph frequencies within 
populations, presumably driven in part by spatial and temporal changes in the 
selective regime caused by environmental conditions. Furthermore, I have 
shown that polyandrous mating behaviour may contribute to increased 
phenotypic diversity within families and thereby promote colour 
polymorphism within populations. 

It is commonly stated that dispersal and gene flow typically has a 
homogenizing effect and dilute genetic differences between populations. But, 
in fact, dispersal does not always translate into gene flow as immigrants into a 
population may die before they reproduce, behavioural differences between 
populations may also function as a mating barrier and outbreeding, associated 
with admixture of genotypes from different locally adapted populations may 
result in non-viable offspring. In combination with differential and matching 
habitat choice, dispersal may contribute to population divergence and promote 
the evolution of local adaptation. Therefore, I investigated the pattern of 
genetic structure and tested for the effects of gene flow on divergence among 
different populations (Paper V). 
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Strong genetic structure and divergence among 
pygmy grasshopper populations 
Analyses of the 130 polymorphic AFLP markers revealed high within 
population genetic diversity across all 5 sampling localities (proportion 
polymorphic loci = 63.8 to 94.6%; average heterozygosity = 0.25 to 0.39). We 
also detected significant divergence among sampling localities (pairwise FST 
values ranged from 0.03 between Sävsjö and Oknebäck, to 0.49 between 
Boden and Kosta), but genetic distances were not correlated with geographic 
distances between populations (for details see Paper V).  

The Bayesian population structure analysis, showing the mean likelihood 
(1-10) of populations, indicated that the individuals in our sample could be 
assigned, with a certainty above 80%, to either of two gene clusters (Fig 7). All 
individuals from the populations in Boden and Vanserum were assigned to 
gene cluster 1. Conversely, all individuals from the population in Kosta were 
assigned to gene cluster 2 (Fig. 8). 
 

 
Figure 7. Bayesian population structure analysis used to assign 116 pygmy grasshopper 
individuals to different genetic clusters for AFLP genotypes. (A) Mean likelihood of 10 
simulations of 1-10 populations (K) of pygmy grasshoppers. (B) Change (delta K) in 
likelihood for K=1-10 (Evanno et al. 2005). (C) Individual probability assignment of 
each of the individuals sampled in the five different locations. Individuals, sorted into 
the five sampling localities, are along the x-axis. The y-axis denotes the cumulative 
posterior probability of an individual’s placement in particular population(s). Data based 
on 130 variable AFLP markers.  
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By contrast, each of the two samples of individuals collected from the 

populations in Oknebäck and Sävsjö contained representatives of both genetic 
clusters (i.e. with a probability > 80%) (Fig 8). The samples from these two 
sampling locations also included some individuals with ambiguous population 
assignment, possibly representing genetically intermediate individuals, i.e. 
hybrids of the two gene clusters (Fig 8). 

Pairwise comparisons further indicate that gene flow has been more 
restricted between the two gene clusters within sampling locations (Sävsjö and 
Oknebäck) (FST = 0.47 and 0.49 respectively), than between sub-populations 
belonging to the same gene cluster but separated by a geographical distance of 
more than 1000km (Sävsjö-Boden, FST = 0.09, Oknebäck-Boden FST = 0.12). 

Separate analyses within each of the two clusters yielded values of 
population genetic diversity that were similar in magnitude (mean and range), 
but slightly lower compared to those obtained for the pooled data set (see 
Tables 1 and 2 in Paper V). High levels of genetic diversity (proportion of 
polymorphic loci = 57.7 to 80.8; average heterozygosity = 0.25 to 0.32) within 
sampling localities and sub-populations in each of the two clusters further 
indicate that bottlenecks, if any, have not had any strong eroding effects in the 
populations included in this study. Furthermore, signatures of divergence 
among sampling localities were evident also within each cluster, suggesting 
that rapid evolution and adaptation in response to divergent selection is 
possible, and that the diluting effect of gene flow is limited in this system. 

 

 
Figure 8: Principal Coordination analysis plots for pygmy grasshopper individuals 
collected at five sampling locations for 130 AFLP markers calculated using Jaccard 
distance. Axis 1 (horizontal) accounted for 35.8% of the total variation and axis 2 
(vertical) accounted for 6.1% of the variation. Circled individuals have been assigned 
with a probability >80% to either of two gene clusters identified based on AFLP data 
analysed using software STRUCTURE (Fig 7). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
PERSPECTIVES 

This thesis concerns patterns of phenotypic and genetic variation within and 
among populations in heterogeneous and changing environments, and the 
influence of biodiversity patterns on selection, developmental plasticity, 
mating behaviour and gene flow. 

Fire melansim in pygmy grasshoppers provides a candidate that can be seen 
as a representative of a meta-population context mosaic nature of adaptation. 
Subdivided populations are exposed to different heterogeneous environmental 
conditions that are imposed by natural or anthropogenically induced fires. 
These disturbed areas rapidly modify pygmy grasshoppers habitat patches and 
create opportunities for repeated colonisations within the existing range 
distribution, rapid population growth, and intense directional selection on 
colour pattern or traits associated with colouration. 

I combined observational, experimental and molecular approaches and 
found an extraordinary fast contemporary adaptive evolution of fire melanism 
in wild replicated populations of pygmy grasshoppers. It seems that fluctuating 
selective regimes favours certain phenotypes in post-fire environments. My 
results emphasise the continued value of natural and anthropogenic 
disturbances as natural experiments in enhancing our understanding of 
evolution and the maintenance of biological diversity, especially in respect to 
animal colour patterns. My findings also are in agreement with the notion that 
genetically and phenotypically more diverse populations are more likely to 
withstand and adapt to rapidly changing environments, but also to expand 
their range distributions and colonize or re-colonize novel or modified 
habitats. 

My results confirmed that population differences persisted when 
individuals were reared in a common environment, and suggest that this 
species does not exhibit developmental plasticity of colouration due to 
different environmental conditions experienced during development. Instead, 
differences in colour morphs appear to be influenced by maternal effect and/or 
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genetically determined differences, thus giving a high capability of rapid 
evolutionary modifications. 

I found that females mated with multiple males produce clutches that 
consist of half-sibling offspring, and that colour morph diversity increases with 
number of fathers. These results implicate the polyandrous mating behaviour 
as an important driver of the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of the 
colour polymorphism in this system, and suggest that multiple paternity may 
promote the maintenance of diversity within pygmy grasshopper populations. 

I sampled five natural populations for analysis of genetic structure, and by 
far the strongest pattern uncovered was a global genetic structuring of 
individuals in two distinct clusters, between which genetic exchange and 
recombination appears to have been very restricted. It is important to 
investigate and unravel the nature as well as the ecological and evolutionary 
causes and consequences of these two genetic clusters displaying this deep 
genetic split. Within each cluster, I saw signatures of genetic diversity within 
and divergence between populations, suggesting that rapid evolution in 
fluctuating environments and adaptation in response to divergent selection is 
possible in this species. 

Future investigations should focus on estimating selection intensities in the 
wild, as the force of selection may be higher than assumed in population 
genetic models of the maintenance of polymorphisms. Also, we need to 
investigate population genetic structures and gene flow between habitats, as 
newly populated environments probably encompass low genetic variation due 
to founder events or bottleneck effects. 
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Evolutionary theory predicts an interactive process whereby spatiotemporal environmental heterogeneity will maintain genetic

variation, while genetic and phenotypic diversity will buffer populations against stress and allow for fast adaptive evolution in

rapidly changing environments. Here, we study color polymorphism patterns in pygmy grasshoppers (Tetrix subulata) and show

that the frequency of the melanistic (black) color variant was higher in areas that had been ravaged by fires the previous year

than in nonburned habitats, that, in burned areas, the frequency of melanistic grasshoppers dropped from ca. 50% one year

after a fire to 30% after four years, and that the variation in frequencies of melanistic individuals among and within populations

was genetically based on and represented evolutionary modifications. Dark coloration may confer a selective benefit mediated

by enhanced camouflage in recently fire-ravaged areas characterized by blackened visual backgrounds before vegetation has

recovered. These findings provide rare evidence for unusually large, extremely rapid adaptive contemporary evolution in replicated

natural populations in response to divergent and fluctuating selection associated with spatiotemporal environmental changes.

KEY WORDS: Adaptation, biodiversity, coloration, environmental change, evolution, pigmentation pattern, polymorphism,

Tetrix subulata.

An improved knowledge of how environmental change affects

natural populations of plants and animals is crucial for our un-

derstanding of evolution of biological diversity as well as for the

development of successful plans for protection and management

of biodiversity (Hanski 1998; Lande 1998; Bell 2010). The influ-

ence of natural selection on biodiversity in unstable and heteroge-

neous environments has been debated since the middle of the 20th

century. Theory posits that overall, spatially divergent selection in

combination with gene flow generally provides broad conditions

for maintenance of genetic polymorphism and that fluctuating

selection in temporally changing environments may maintain ge-

netic variation under restricted conditions, but the consequences

are scale dependent. The effect of spatial variation depends on if

the environment is fine or coarse grained relative to the dispersal

capacity of the organism, and whether temporally changing en-

vironments will promote or erode genetic variation depends on

the frequency of change relative to the life span of the organism

and on whether generations are overlapping or discrete (Hal-

dane and Jayakar 1963; Levins 1968; Hedrick 1986, 2006; Seger

and Brockmann 1987; Frank and Slatkin 1990; Roff 1992, 1997;

Ellner 1996; Hanski 1998; Bell 2010). It is generally stated that

gene flow may have a homogenizing effect and constrain adapta-

tion to local conditions in heterogeneous environments (Kawecki

and Ebert 2004). However, in combination with matching habitat

choice, gene flow may contribute to population structuring and

enhance evolution of local adaptation (Hanski 1998; Reznick and

Ghalambor 2001; Edelaar et al. 2008), and it may do so more

rapidly.

Populations may respond to environmental change in differ-

ent ways, three of which result in a match between phenotype

distributions and environmental conditions. First, individuals, or

even entire populations, with certain phenotypic attributes may

move and settle in areas where conditions are favorable (Edelaar

et al. 2008). Second, the development and the resulting phenotype

1
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of individuals may show plasticity in response to environmental

cues that reliably predict future selective regimes (West-Eberhard

2003). Third, the genetic architecture of populations may undergo

micro-evolutionary response to natural selection (Endler 1986).

Evolution of local adaptation has commonly been considered

a relatively slow process to accomplish, and there is therefore a

broad concern that many populations and species are at risk of

extinction in the face of natural and anthropogenic environmental

fluctuations, habitat degradation, and fragmentation that result

in strong directional selection (Hanski 1998; Lande 1998). Yet,

a growing body of evidence indicates that evolution can be more

rapid than previously thought (within decades—less than 10

generations) and occasionally very fast (between years or gen-

erations) (e.g., Hori 1993; Sinervo and Lively 1996; Reznick et

al. 1997; Hendry and Kinnison 1999; Merilä et al. 2001; Reznick

and Ghalambor 2001; Thrall and Burdon 2003; Millien 2006;

Koskella and Lively 2007; Bell and Gonzales 2009; Gingerich

2009; Thompson 2009; Ozgo 2011). However, many studies

measure phenotypic change without documenting the genetic and

environmental component of that change and hence cannot rule

out phenotypic plasticity (Hendry and Kinnison 1999; Merilä et

al. 2001; Gienapp et al. 2008). This caveat set aside, reviews of

contemporary adaptations in natural populations (e.g., Hendry

and Kinnison 1999; Reznick and Ghalambor 2001; Gienapp et al.

2008; Gingerich 2009) suggest that rapid evolution is often asso-

ciated with colonization and establishment in novel or modified

environments, and with heterogeneous environments and a meta-

population (Hanski 1998) structure. Both these settings are associ-

ated with changes in food resources, the competitor, and predator

community composition, and in other aspects of the biophysical

environment that results in strong directional selection and

provides at least a short-term opportunity for population growth,

suggesting that these ecological conditions may promote rapid

evolution (Reznick and Ghalambor 2001; Gingerich 2009; Bell

2010). In this context, populations that are genetically and phe-

notypically more diverse are likely better able to colonize novel

habitats and to withstand and adapt to changing environments

(Lande 1998; Forsman et al. 2008; Hughes et al. 2008; Bell 2010).

Unfortunately, most reported cases of contemporary evolu-

tion in the wild are not replicated, limiting our ability to infer

the importance of history, chance, natural selection, and sam-

pling error. Natural and anthropogenic disturbance events—-such

as forest fires and industrial pollution—provide natural experi-

ments that can be used to investigate the ecological and evolu-

tionary consequences of environmental change (Kettlewell 1973;

Majerus 1998; Reznick and Ghalambor 2001; Grant and Wise-

man 2002). For instance, the blackened visual backgrounds and

hot surface temperatures, due to high absorbtion of solar ra-

diation, that characterize fire-ravaged areas before vegetation

has recovered, may influence body temperatures, water balance

and camouflage of differently colored individuals (Cott 1940;

Hocking 1964; Rowell 1971; Forsman and Appelqvist 1999;

Ahnesjö and Forsman 2006; Parkash et al. 2010; Thomas and

McAlpine 2010). Here we present data from natural and cap-

tive populations of the color polymorphic pygmy grasshopper

Tetrix subulata and demonstrate exceptionally rapid and repli-

cated contemporary adaptation in response to postfire environ-

mental change. Pygmy grasshoppers provide one of the classic ex-

amples of color polymorphism. For almost a century, intraspecific

variation has been documented and genetically analyzed (Nabours

1929). Pygmy grasshoppers are small (up to 15-mm body length,

average dry body mass ca. 0.07 g), diurnal, ground dwelling in-

sects that inhabit biomes ranging from tropical rainforests to arctic

regions of Europe, Asia, and America. Ground colors range from

black, via various shades of brown to light gray, and some morphs

are monochrome whereas others have patterning consisting of lon-

gitudinal stripes, or specks or spots of variable colors and widths.

These alternative color variants of Tetrix also differ in morphol-

ogy, physiology, behavior, and life-history traits (Forsman 2001;

Forsman et al. 2002; Ahnesjö and Forsman 2006), so they are

eco-morphs. Individuals with different trait-value combinations

vary in their ability to cope with and exploit environmental re-

sources, and shuttle between microhabitats to meet their specific

demands regarding body temperature regulation, moisture, food,

and protection from predators, such that they occupy on the aver-

age different niches (Forsman et al. 2002; Ahnesjö and Forsman

2006). Circumstantial evidence indicate an increased frequency

of black and dark phenotypes in populations of pygmy grasshop-

pers and other insects that occupy recently fire-ravaged areas

(Majerus 1998; Karlsson et al. 2008). Proposed mechanisms be-

hind shifts in melansim frequencies include directional selection

for camouflage, correlated responses to selection on traits that are

associated with color pattern, developmental plasticity, or differ-

ential immigration, but no systematic comparison between several

populations in burned versus nonburned areas has been previously

conducted to evaluate the generality of the fire melanism hypoth-

esis and the underlying causes.

We compared frequencies of black phenotypes in several

T. subulata pygmy grasshopper populations that inhabited areas

recently burned by fire with those in populations that inhabited

nonburned areas. We also compared frequencies of black phe-

notypes among years to examine if the biotic and abiotic envi-

ronmental changes associated with succession in postfire habitats

(Thomas and McAlpine 2010) cause temporal shifts in the fre-

quency of black phenotypes within populations. We performed

common garden breeding experiments to determine if the differ-

ences seen among and within populations represented genetically

determined evolutionary modifications, rather than developmental

plasticity. Finally, we evaluate the hypothesis that the increased

frequency of the melanistic form following fires is driven by
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differential immigration and matching habitat choice. Overall,

our results provide rare evidence for extremely rapid adaptive

contemporary evolution of large magnitude in replicated natural

populations in response to fluctuating selective regimes.

Material and Methods
STUDY SPECIES

Tetrix subulata pygmy grasshoppers occupy damper microhabi-

tats in relatively open areas (e.g., clear cuttings, shore meadows,

areas burned by fire) where they feed on moss, algae, and hu-

mus. Adult and late instars nymphs hibernate during winter and

emerge in April-May when reproduction ensues. Females survive

at most one reproductive season, produce multiple pods of egg (<

35 eggs/clutch), and nymphs develop through five (males) or six

(females) instars before eclosing. Tetrix subulata usually occurs

in low densities but may become very numerous when conditions

are favorable. The higher reproductive rate, shorter incubation

time, and faster development rate associated with high tempera-

tures may contribute to a faster population growth in burned areas

with elevated surface temperatures (Forsman 2001; Ahnesjö and

Forsman 2003, 2006).

Like many other insects some pygmy grasshopper species,

including T. subulata, are wing dimorphic, viz there are both

winged and wingless (or short-winged) individuals (Nabours

1929; Harrison 1980; Roff and Fairbairn 2001). The wings corre-

spond in length, generally, with that of the pronotum that covers

them (Nabours 1929). Only macropterous individuals with a long

pronotum that extends well beyond the posterior point of the hind

femur have fully developed functional wings (A. Forsman, pers.

obs.). Performance trials have shown that individuals experimen-

tally subjected to predation jump longer distances and are more

likely to use their wings at high compared to low temperature,

and that they move ca 50% farther when flapping their wings

then when jumping without using their wings (Forsman 1999).

Free-ranging undisturbed individuals usually walk slowly on the

surface of the ground and occasionally perform short (< 0.2 m)

jumps, but may jump longer distances or perform escape flights

of up to 15 m when threatened. Mark–recapture data of free-

ranging individuals indicate that T. subulata are sedentary animals

that normally move only a few meters per day (average distance

moved in four days was 4.6 m in males and 7.4 m for females)

(Forsman and Appelqvist 1999; Caesar et al. 2007). However,

long winged individuals experimentally released in unfavorable

habitats may resort to active flights of at least 75 m (A. Forsman,

pers. obs.), which may indicate a capacity for long-distance dis-

persal (Harrison 1980).

STUDY AREA

To quantify spatial and temporal patterns of variation in melanism

frequency we collected 5058 T. subulata (1492 males and 3566

females) between 1995 and 2009 from 20 natural populations

in either burned (N = 9) or nonburned (N = 11) areas in

Sweden separated by almost 4o, or approximately 450 km north to

south (Table 1). Sampling was performed from March–July when

grasshoppers were reproductively active and vegetation allowed

easy sampling. We searched for grasshoppers during days with

suitable weather conditions (clear to overcast skies, air temper-

atures > 15 ◦C, low-to-moderate winds) while walking slowly

through the area (Ahnesjö and Forsman 2006). Tetrix subulata

does not have a uniform or random spatial distribution, and we

therefore initially searched the entire areas and then concentrated

our search and capture effort to those parts and microhabitats

(i.e., humid bare soil, areas covered by mosses) that offered suit-

able conditions for pygmy grasshoppers (Ahnesjö and Forsman

2006). Because T. subulata predominantly move around on the

ground surface and rarely climb vegetation they are difficult to

capture with a bag net, and we therefore acted like visual preda-

tors and captured individuals that we could see (Forsman and

Appelqvist 1999; Ahnesjö and Forsman 2006). We discuss the

possible consequences of biased sampling due to differences

in capture probability among color morphs for our results in

the Discussion section. Individuals were classified by sex and

color pattern as either melanistic (monochrome black and very

dark individuals) or nonmelanistic (all other color morphs). A

more detailed description and photographs of alternative color

morphs are available elsewhere (Karlsson et al. 2008; Caesar et al.

2010).

LABORATORY COMMON GARDEN EXPERIMENT

To determine if the differences seen among and within popula-

tions represented genetically determined evolutionary modifica-

tions, rather than developmental plasticity, we performed a com-

mon garden experiment. We used a total of 2070 captive reared

individuals, representing 163 families produced by wild-caught

females from two populations in burned areas (Kosta 2005, Kosta

2006 and Sävsjöström 2004), and 104 families from four popu-

lations in nonburned areas (Ålem 2009, Bredsätra 2009, Hägern

2009 and Jordtorp 2009) (Table 1 and Table S1). Females were

captured in spring, housed individually for egg-laying in the lab-

oratory and egg pods were placed on moist cotton inside a plastic

Petri dish for incubation. Newly hatched nymphs were housed by

family in separate 10-L plastic buckets that contained a peat-

soil mixture and common hair moss (Polytrichum commune),

were maintained out-of-doors and watered at regular intervals

(Karlsson et al. 2008). We examined the rearing buckets by the

end of summer, counted and classified individuals for color morph

as either melanistic or nonmelanistic. The mortality rate in the

common garden experiment was about 50%, which is similar to

what we have found in previous studies (Forsman et al. 2007;

Caesar et al. 2010).
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Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of Tetrix subulata populations sampled in recently burned or nonburned areas in Sweden and

number of individuals captured (Ntot) and number of melanistic individuals capture (Nblack) during the period 1995 to 2009.

Population Lat. Long. Coordinates Burned or Type of habitat Year Year N tot Nblack

Nonburned sampled postfire

Almunge N59◦53.049′, E18◦03.813′ Burned Clear cut (pine), managed
fire, ca 20 ha

1998 1 171 68

Flyvägen N57◦00.268′, E15◦16.752′ Burned Clear cut (spruce), managed
fire, ca 5 ha

2009 1 136 32

Hovmantorp N56◦47.169′, E15◦10.053′ Burned Forest (spruce), natural fire,
clear cut, ca 15 ha

2009 1 114 65

Kosta N56◦51.308′, E15◦35.417′ Burned Clear cut (pine), managed
fire, ca 50 ha

2005 2 98 46

= 2006 3 221 70
= 2007 4 96 31
Nässjön N56◦53.739′, E15◦18.775′ Burned Forest (spruce), natural fire,

clear cut, ca 20 ha
2008 1 38 21

= 2009 2 41 14
Norberg N60◦03.309′, E15◦ 58.030′ Burned Young forest (spruce),

natural fire, ca 2 ha
1995 1 20 9

Sättraby N59◦50.427′, E18◦ 25.229′ Burned Clear cut (pine), managed
fire, ca 10 ha

1995 2 229 92

= 1996 3 719 305
= 1997 4 300 103
Sävsjöström N57◦00.678′, E15◦26.585′ Burned Clear cut (pine), managed

fire, ca 10 ha
2003 2 759 300

= 2004 3 347 96
Uttersberg N59◦44.638′, E15◦39.439′ Burned Clear cut (pine), managed

fire, ca 10 ha
1995 1 50 29

= 1996 2 45 22
= 1997 3 12 5

Ålem N56◦56.019′, E16◦21.808′ Nonburned Cultivated area adjacent to
clear cut

2009 na 264 0

Aspelund N56◦33.226′, E16◦01.468′ Nonburned Pasture nearby small stream 2008 na 47 5
Bredsätra N56◦50.481′, E16◦47.346′ Nonburned Pasture nearby man-made

pond
2008 na 122 16

= 2009 na 192 1
Dammen N59◦50.298′, E18◦25.275′ Nonburned Shorelines of man-made

pond
1996 na 178 28

= 1997 na 229 43
Hägern, Boarum N57◦ 25.380′, E16◦15.900′ Nonburned Pasture nearby burned area 2009 na 104 14
In Fredeln N59◦ 31.707′, E19◦19.225′ Nonburned Coastal meadow, small

island
1997 na 36 6

Jordtorp N56◦40.622′, E16◦33.303′ Nonburned Pasture and alkaline fen 2007 na 36 0
= 2009 na 234 5
Läckeby, Kvilla N56◦43.953′, E15◦10.546′ Nonburned Clear cut (spruce) 2007 na 42 4
Linneryd N56◦44.496′, E15◦10.868′ Nonburned Clear cut (spruce) 2007 na 26 4
Sävsjön N56◦32.268′, E15◦48.606′ Nonburned Pasture and pond 2009 na 106 0
Vanserumbäck N56◦40.457′, E16◦38.338′ Nonburned Pasture 2007 na 46 8

EVALUATING THE ROLE OF DIFFERENTIAL

IMMIGRATION

To evaluate if differential dispersal capacity, immigration, and

matching habitat choice (Edelaar et al. 2008) may contribute to

an increased frequency of the melanistic form in postfire envi-

ronments, we used data from a natural population that inhabited

an area outside Påryd in southeastern Sweden, that was burned

off by a large (ca 125 ha) natural forest fire during summer
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(24–28 June) 2009. In theory, a higher immigration rate of

melanistic than nonmelanistic phenotypes may arise if there is

an excess of melanistic individuals in the source population, or

if the melanistic phenotype is more prone to disperse and settle

in recently burned environments. We first visited the area and

searched for grasshoppers in September 1, 2009, two months af-

ter the fire, and found only two individuals (1 brown male, 1 gray

female). We revisited the same area the following spring (May 27,

2010) and collected 85 adult male and female T. subulata from

five different sampling sites. Individuals were classified by color

morph (melanistic or nonmelanistic) and dispersal phenotype (ei-

ther long pronotum and long hind wings or short pronotum and

reduced wings or wingless) (Harrison 1980). We then compared

the incidence of the long winged form between melanistic and

nonmelanistic individuals, computed 95% confidence intervals

and evaluated the null hypothesis that dispersal phenotype was

independent of color morph using the Chi-square test (Zar 1974).

If the melanistic phenotype is more prone than nonmelanistic phe-

notypes to disperse and settle in recently burned areas, we expect

the incidence of long winged (potential immigrants) phenotypes

to be higher in melanistic than in nonmelanistic individuals.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Because the proportion of male and female individuals that were

melanistic was highly correlated across samples from different

populations and years (correlation on arcsine-square root trans-

formed proportions, r = 0.83, n = 31, P < 0.0001) we pooled

data for the two sexes in subsequent analyses of data. To test

if the percentage of the melanistic morph in the six populations

that were sampled one year after a fire was different from that

in the 11 populations in nonburned habitats we used a t-test (on

arcsine-square root transformed proportions) after pooling data

from different years for the three nonburned populations for which

repeated samples were available (Table 1). To test if the percent-

age of the melanistic morph declined over time within populations

during habitat succession associated with recovery from fire we

performed a general linear mixed model implemented using pro-

cedure MIXED in SAS (Littell et al. 2006; Bolker et al. 2009). In

this approach, we treated arcsine-square root transformed propor-

tions melanistic individuals as the dependent variable, year-since-

fire as a fixed effect and population as random effect. We used

the Kenward–Roger method to approximate degrees of freedom

(Bolker et al. 2009). To assess statistical significance of random

effects, we used the log-likelihood ratio test with one degree of

freedom per random effect (Littell et al. 2006; Bolker et al. 2009).

Data from the common garden experiment were used to test if

fire regime of the source population could explain the distribution

of melanistic and nonmelanistic of the captive reared individu-

als and if family explained a relevant part of the total variation.

Analyses of the incidence of melanistic individuals among off-

spring in different families that descended from individuals col-

lected in populations inhabiting burned versus nonburned areas

were performed using generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs)

implemented using procedure GLIMMIX in SAS (Littell et al.

2006; Bolker et al. 2009). The color pattern (melanistic or non-

melanistic) of individuals within families was treated as the de-

pendent variable, fire regime (burned vs. nonburned habitat) was

treated as a fixed effect, and family as a random effect. We used

the Kenward–Roger method to approximate degrees of freedom

(Bolker et al. 2009).

Results
COMPARISONS OF MELANISM FREQUENCIES

AMONG POPULATIONS

As expected, the percentage of individuals that belonged to the

black color morph was much higher on average in populations

in recently burned areas (data for first year after the fire, mean =
46%, range: 23–58%, n = 6 populations) than in populations in

nonburned areas (mean = 9%, range: 0–17%, n = 11 populations)

(t-test on arcsine-square root transformed proportions, t = 5.87,

df = 15, P < 0.0001) (Fig. 1). This result indicates rapid, inde-

pendent, parallel evolution of melanism in postfire environments.

COMPARISONS OVER TIME WITHIN POPULATIONS

Our data for populations in burned areas consisted of samples

collected one to four years after the fire event (Table 1). As

expected, the percentage of individuals belonging to the black

morph rapidly and consistently declined from about 50% on aver-

age one year after a fire to about 33% on average four years after

a fire (linear mixed model ANCOVA of arcsine-square root trans-

formed proportions, effect of years since fire (fixed): F 1,9.94 =
8.81, P = 0.014; effect of source population (random): χ2 = 2.1,

df = 1, 0.1 < P < 0.25, Z = 1.29, P = 0.098)(Fig. 1). No such con-

sistent temporal change in frequency of the melanistic morph was

evident in the three populations from nonburned areas that were

sampled in two different years (mean change = −2.5%, range

to 2.1 to −12.59%, n = 3 comparisons, paired t-test based on

arcsine-square root transformed proportions, t = 0.49, P = 0.67).

COMPARISONS AMONG INDIVIDUALS FROM

DIFFERENT POPULATIONS REARED IN A COMMON

ENVIRONMENT

Because the results above are based on data from grasshoppers

collected in the wild, a critical question is whether the higher in-

cidence of melanism seen in burned versus nonburned areas rep-

resented genetically based micro-evolutionary response (Merilä

et al. 2001). Data on color pattern for the 2070 captive reared in-

dividuals included in our common garden experiment (Table S1)

confirmed that the observed differences among populations are
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Figure 1. The incidence of black pygmy grasshoppers is higher in

burned than in nonburned areas and changes faster than in the

classical example of industrial melanism in the Peppered Moth.

(A) Mean percentage of individuals that are melanistic for 11 pop-

ulations in nonburned areas and for nine populations in burned

areas sampled at different times after the fire event. Black dots

connected with lines indicate samples from successive years in the

same population. Red squares represent mean values across pop-

ulations within each year category, red line denotes fitted linear

regression of yearly means. (B) Changes in frequency of melanis-

tic phenotypes associated with fire melanism in Tetrix subulata

(this study) compared with changes associated with industrial

melanism in Biston betularia in Manchester and Liverpool in the

United Kingdom (data in Grant et al. 1995) and in Michigan USA

(data in Grant and Wiseman 2002). For T. subulata year was arbi-

trarily set to 2003–2009; see Table 1 for authentic year of sampling.

See text for references to previously published data on B. betu-

laria. Picture of B. betularia taken by Olaf Leillinger at 2006–06-13,

License CC-BY-SA-2.5 and GNU FDL. Picture of T. subulata taken by

A. Forsman.
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Figure 2. The incidence of melanistic individuals is higher among

captive reared individuals descending from populations inhabiting

burned versus nonburned areas. Data for captive born individuals

originating from different populations reared in a common envi-

ronment from the time of hatching until maturity. Populations

from nonburned environments were Ålem, Bredsätra, Jordtorp

and Hägern. Populations from burned areas were Kosta 3 years

post fire, Kosta 4 years post fire, and Sävsjöström 4 years post

fire. Figure is based on data for family means. The thick and thin

lines within the box indicate median and mean, the boundaries of

the box indicate 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers below and

above indicate 10th and 90th percentiles and dots indicate outly-

ing observations. Numbers below indicate number of families.

likely to be of genetic origin; the incidence of melanistic indi-

viduals was lower among laboratory-born captive reared descen-

dents from four populations in nonburned areas (mean percent-

age of melanistic individuals across 104 families = 3.3%, range:

0–66% n = 1007 individuals) as compared with descendents from

three samples from populations in burned areas (mean percent-

age of melanistic individuals across 163 families = 27%, range:

0–100%, n = 1063 individuals; effect of fire-regime when

data were analyzed using GLMM implemented using procedure

GLIMMIX and treating individuals rather than family means as

datapoints; F 1,5.15 = 19.06, P = 0.0068; Fig. 2). It is noteworthy

that the incidence of the melanistic morph was higher among de-

scendants from populations in burned areas despite their mothers

having been collected three or four years after the fire and well

after the peak of melanism frequency (Fig. 1).

A resemblance among relatives consistent with a genetic

effect on the expression of melanism was evident also at the

level of populations. There was a strong association across pop-

ulations between the incidence of the melanistic morph among

samples of captive reared individuals and wild-caught individu-

als from the parental generation in the corresponding populations
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Figure 3. The incidence of melanistic individuals among offspring

from different populations reared in a common environment is

associated with that in the parental generation. Data for captive

born individuals originating from different populations reared in

a common environment from the time of hatching until maturity

and for wild-caught individuals from the same populations. Data

for wild-caught individuals include all males and females in the

sample, not only the parents of the captive reared animals. Data

for populations in burned (gray filled symbols) and nonburned

(open symbols) environments.

(least-squares linear regression: F 1,5 = 21.76, P = 0.005, r =
0.90, n = 7, P = 0.005) (Fig. 3).

COMPARING THE INCIDENCE OF MELANISTIC

PHENOTYPES AMONG POTENTIAL IMMIGRANTS

To evaluate if the incredibly fast increase seen in the frequency

of the melanistic form following fires was caused by differen-

tial immigration and matching habitat choice, we compared the

frequency of long winged phenotypes that may represent long-

distance immigrants (Harrison 1980) in melanistic versus non-

melanistic color morphs in our sample collected in spring from a

population that inhabited an area that was burned off by a natural

fire the previous summer. About 40% (33 of 85) of the individ-

uals were melanistic, and about half (55%, 47 of 85) belonged

to the long winged phenotype. The incidence of long winged

phenotypes did not differ between melanistic and nonmelanistic

individuals (χ2 = 0.61, df = 1, P = 0.43) (Fig. 4), indicating that

differential immigration was not an important driver of changes

in morph frequencies.

Discussion
Do changes in the environment and selection regime associated

with recovery from fire promote rapid evolutionary shifts of color

morph frequencies, as predicted by theory? Across 20 populations

of T. subulata, we found that the percentage of individuals that

belonged to the melanistic (black) color morph was much higher

on average in populations in recently burned areas than in popu-
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Figure 4. The percentage long winged individuals within a pop-

ulation inhabiting a newly burned area is similar in melanistic and

nonmelanistic colour morphs. Data for 85 wild-caught adult male

and female T. subulata collected in spring (May 27, 2010) from five

different sites in an area that was burned off by natural fire the

previous summer (24–26 June, 2009). Error bars indicate 95% con-

fidence intervals. Numbers below indicate number of individuals.

lations in nonburned areas and, in burned areas, the frequency of

melanistic grasshoppers dropped from ca. 50% one year after a

fire to 30% after four years. A common garden breeding experi-

ment confirmed that the variation in the frequency of melanistic

individuals among families and populations had a genetic compo-

nent, indicating that the observed population divergence reflects

rapid evolutionary adaptation.

THE IMPORTANCE OF GENETIC VARIATION VERSUS

DEVELOPMENTAL PLASTICITY FOR CHANGES IN

MELANISM FREQUENCIES

That the phenotypic expression of the melanistic form is at least

partially heritable is supported by comparisons within as well as

among populations. We have previously demonstrated that within

populations, melanistic T. subulata mothers produce a higher

percentage of black offspring than do nonmelanistic mothers

(Karlsson et al. 2008; Karlsson and Forsman 2010). Our present

analyses based on comparisons within the common garden sam-

ples also uncovered variation in the incidence of melanism among

families. In addition, there was a strong association between the

incidence of melanism in wild caught and captive reared indi-

viduals across different populations (Fig. 3). The design of our

common garden experiment does not enable us to control for or

estimate effects of maternal or paternal environmental conditions

experienced prior to egg-laying or during early ontogeny that

may have influenced the phenotypic expression of melanism. It

therefore remains uncertain whether the variation in melanism

frequency among families and populations reflects direct genetic

determination. However, melanism does not seem to be induced

by developmental plasticity in response to environmental cues af-

ter hatching (Karlsson et al. 2009; Karlsson and Forsman 2010).
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Data for individuals that were experimentally raised using

a split-brood design on either crushed charcoal with chemical

and physical properties associated with fire-ravaged areas versus

white aquarium gravel indicate that there is no plasticity of either

color pattern or of overall darkness of coloration in response to

rearing substrate, but a strong resemblance between maternal and

offspring color patterns (Karlsson et al. 2009). Hochkirch et al.

(2008) arrived at the opposite conclusion that there is a plasticity

effect of substrate darkness on coloration in T. subulata. However,

the experimental protocol used by Hochkirch et al. (2008) allows

for several alternative explanations and therefore provides no firm

evidence for plasticity, and their results could not be replicated

in a later experiment that was specifically designed to eliminate

other sources of variation (Karlsson et al. 2009). Color pattern in

T. subulata also is not influenced by rearing density (Karlsson and

Forsman 2010), and studies of other pygmy grasshopper species

have found no evidence of plasticity of coloration in response

to other environmental cues (Nabours 1929; Ahnesjö and Fors-

man 2003; Forsman 2011). Together, these findings add support

to the interpretation that the higher incidence of melanistic indi-

viduals seen in recently burned areas, as well as the subsequent

declining incidence of the melanistic morph over time in post-fire

environments (Fig. 1), reflect fast, large, and adaptive evolution-

ary modifications of the genetic composition of populations in

response to strong divergent and fluctuating selection.

CHANGES OF MELANISM FREQUENCIES IN

RESPONSE TO FIRE WERE REPLICATED IN TIME

AND SPACE

Because we sampled populations in different years during a

15-year period (1995–2009) (Table 1), the initial rapid increase

and subsequent decline in melanism frequency in recently burned

areas are best explained by parallel microevolutionary modifica-

tion driven by changes in the selective regime associated with

postfire environments, rather than by yearly variation in other en-

vironmental factors such as weather conditions. With only two

populations, environments are likely to differ in so many respects

that it is impossible to identify the factor(s) responsible for an

observed change or difference and to eliminate sampling error.

A major strength of our study in this context is that the changes

were repeated among and within several replicated populations.

This enables us to infer a causal link between postfire environ-

mental conditions and evolutionary modifications of melanism

frequencies (Kawecki and Ebert 2004).

DIFFERENTIAL IMMIGRATION OR BIASED SAMPLING

CANNOT EXPLAIN THE EVOLUTIONARY CHANGES OF

MELANISM FREQUENCIES

It is theoretically possible that the incredibly rapid increases seen

in the frequency of the melanistic form immediately following

fires were partly driven by differential immigration and matching

habitat choice (Edelaar et al. 2008). However, for phenotype-

dependent movements to play an important role in structuring

populations in recently burned areas, the melanistic color form

must be overrepresented among long winged individuals that com-

prise potential immigrants (Harrison 1980). That the incidence of

long winged phenotypes did not differ between melanistic and

nonmelanistic individuals shortly after a fire event (Fig. 4) there-

fore argues against an important effect of differential immigration.

The observed changes in melanism frequencies also are not readily

explained solely by continuous immigration followed by differ-

ential morph-specific survival, rather than by within-population

changes, because such an immigration/differential-mortality bal-

ance requires that there exists adjacent source populations with

relatively high melanism frequencies. Given the low melanism

frequencies in nonburned areas (Table 1) this seems unlikely.

For the same reason, it is unlikely that melanism frequencies in-

crease rapidly in recently burned areas because individuals on the

edge of habitat boundaries preferentially disperse into matching

habitats.

It is theoretically possible, but unlikely, that spatial and tem-

poral variation in melanism frequencies were caused by biased

sampling. Estimates of capture probabilities based on recapture

histories of marked T. subulata individuals that had been painted

gray, black, or striped in a population that inhabited an area that

had been burned by fire two years earlier (Sävsjöström, Table 1)

have shown that gray individuals were captured at a higher rate

than striped or black individuals (Forsman and Appelqvist 1999).

Because black individuals are more difficult to detect and capture

in burned environments, a possible consequence of biased sam-

pling is that melanism frequencies in the most recently burned

environments were higher (not lower) than indicated by our re-

sults, and that we therefore may have underestimated both the rate

and the magnitude of the changes in melanism frequencies shown

in Fig. 1.

SELECTIVE FORCES THAT MAY EXPLAIN THE

EVOLUTIONARY CHANGES OF MELANISM

FREQUENCIES

Of the potential drivers of evolutionary modifications (selec-

tion, gene flow, drift, and mutation), only selection can ex-

plain the consistent direction, fast rate, and large magnitude

of the changes in melanism frequency observed in these repli-

cated pygmy grasshopper populations. We consider directional

selection for camouflage mediated by differential predation

(Isley 1938; Forsman and Appelqvist 1999; Mullen et al. 2009)

to be one of the most plausible selective agents. Their small

size and locally high population densities render grasshop-

pers susceptible to visual predators such as birds (Isley 1938;
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Bock et al. 1992) and lizards (Civantos et al. 2004). Further-

more, Tsurui et al. (2010), using humans as dummy predators,

demonstrated that differences in relative crypsis among alterna-

tive T. japonica pygmy grasshopper color morphs change across

different visual backgrounds (sand vs. grass). There are also ex-

perimental demonstrations of phenotype-dependent predation in

pygmy grasshoppers—including our own previous work based on

manipulation of color patterns and its effect on subsequent sur-

vival of free-ranging T. subulata individuals under natural condi-

tions in postfire environments (population Sävsjöström, Table 1)

as well as staged predator–prey encounters in the laboratory—

that color pattern influences survival and that the protective value

of a given color pattern may depend on the sex and movement

patterns, as well as on the visual properties of the microhabi-

tats used by individuals (Forsman and Appelqvist 1998, 1999;

Civantos et al. 2004). We therefore propose that the rise and

fall of the melanistic color variant is driven at least in part by

differential predation and selection for camouflage, and that the

protective value of black coloration against the blackened back-

ground that characterizes burned environments gradually changes

when vegetation recovers and alters the visual properties of the

habitat.

Selective mechanisms in addition to camouflage might have

contributed to the increased and decreased melanism frequencies

in fire ravaged areas. Correlated responses to selection on traits

that are genetically, developmentally or functionally associated

with color pattern (True 2003; McKinnon and Pierotti 2010) is

one possibility. Alternative pygmy grasshopper color morphs dif-

fer in a suite of morphological, physiological, behavioral, and

life-history traits (Forsman and Appelqvist 1999; Forsman 2001;

Forsman et al. 2002; Ahnesjö and Forsman 2003, 2006). The

changes in melanism frequencies may therefore have been in-

fluenced also by correlated responses to selection on traits other

than coloration per se, such as enhanced resistance to hot tem-

peratures (Forsman 2011). Due to high absorbance of solar radi-

ation, surface temperatures in areas covered with burnt-off mate-

rial can be very high (Ahnesjö and Forsman 2006; Thomas and

McAlpine 2010) and small ground-dwelling insects shuttle be-

tween microhabitats with different thermal properties to avoid

overheating (Heinrich 1993; Forsman et al. 2002; Ahnesjö and

Forsman 2006). In this context, their different thermal physiology

and morphology may render melanistic individuals less vulnera-

ble to heat stress and desiccation (Forsman et al. 2002; Parkash

et al. 2010; Forsman 2011) (but see Civantos et al. 2005b). It

has also been suggested that melanistic individuals benefit from

an improved physical barrier against infection, wound healing,

cellular innate immunity, and parasite resistance (Protas and

Patel 2008; Mikkola and Rantala 2010), but these mechanisms

do not seem to be important in pygmy grasshoppers (Civantos

et al. 2005a).

EVOLUTIONARY MODIFICATIONS OF MELANISM

FREQUENCIES HAVE BEEN UNUSUALLY RAPID

Our present findings add further support to the growing body of

evidence that evolution may be much faster than previously rec-

ognized (Reznick and Ghalambor 2001; Millien 2006; Gingerich

2009). Our comparisons across populations suggest a fivefold in-

crease from about 9% to 50% in the frequency of the melanistic

morph between consecutive generations, and comparisons within

populations demonstrate a drop from about 50% to 30% on av-

erage in a 3-year time interval (Fig. 1A). To this end, it is inter-

esting to put our findings in the context of the classical example

of microevolution of industrial melanism in the Peppered Moth,

Biston betularia. The evolutionary shifts of melanism frequencies

in these grasshopper populations were of smaller magnitude, but

occurred at a much faster rate than the rise and fall of the melanis-

tic morph of B. betularia associated with atmospheric pollution

and lichen succession in the UK and USA (Kettlewell 1973; Grant

et al. 1995; Majerus 1998; Grant and Wiseman 2002; Fig. 1B). An-

other difference is that the changes in pygmy grasshoppers were

replicated in several populations sampled during a 15-year period,

and there therefore remains little doubt that these evolutionary

shifts have been driven by changes in the selective environment

created by recent fire.

The evolutionary shifts in the frequency of the melanistic

form following fires in these grasshoppers are so rapid that they

may at first seem difficult to explain by local selection. However,

burned matter and charcoal covering the ground in post fire en-

vironments changes the visual background into almost uniform

black, probably resulting in extremely strong directional selection

in favor of the well-camouflaged melanistic phenotype. Further-

more, a single T. subulata female may produce ca 50 nymphs in

only two weeks (25 eggs/clutch × 70% hatching rate × 3 clutches

in 15 days) (Forsman 2001) and parent offspring resemblance is

high (ca 50% of offspring produced by melanistic mothers are

melanistic) (Karlsson et al. 2008). It is therefore theoretically

possible that a few mostly melanistic survivors (or immigrants) in

a newly burned off area may give rise to hundreds of mostly black

descendants the following year. It has recently been argued (Bell

2010) that because selection intensities in the wild are sometimes

much higher than assumed in most population genetic models of

the maintenance of polymorphism, it may be necessary to ques-

tion the validity and generality of the conclusions emanating from

such models. Our present results adhere to this notion and indicate

that pygmy grasshoppers may offer a suitable model system for

evaluating these models in the future.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our findings provide evidence for extraordinar-

ily fast (between successive years rather than within decades or
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centuries; Reznick and Ghalambor 2001; Bell 2010) contempo-

rary adaptive evolution of melanism frequencies in wild replicated

populations of pygmy grasshoppers in response to a fluctuating se-

lective regime associated with fire events. These results highlight

the continued value of natural and anthropogenic disturbances as

natural experiments in enhancing our understanding of evolution

and the maintenance of biological diversity, especially in respect

to animal color patterns (e.g., Majerus 1998; Protas and Patel

2008; Mullen et al. 2009). Fire melanism in pygmy grasshop-

pers provides a candidate representative of a meta-population

context mosaic nature of adaptation (Hanski 1998; Reznick and

Ghalambor 2001), whereby subdivided populations are exposed

to multiscale heterogeneous environmental conditions imposed by

natural and anthropogenic fires that rapidly modify habitat patches

and thereby create opportunities for repeated colonizations within

the existing range distribution, rapid population growth, and in-

tense directional selection on color pattern or on traits associ-

ated with coloration. Our findings are in agreement with the

notion (Lande 1998; Forsman et al. 2008; Hughes et al. 2008)

that populations that are genetically and phenotypically more di-

verse may contain preadapted phenotypes and therefore are likely

to better withstand and adapt to rapidly changing environments,

(re-)colonize novel or modified habitats and expand their distri-

bution ranges.
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No evidence for developmental plasticity of color
patterns in response to rearing substrate in
pygmy grasshoppers

M. Karlsson, J. Johansson, S. Caesar, and A. Forsman

Abstract: Color polymorphisms in animals may result from genetic polymorphisms, developmental plasticity, or a combi-
nation where some phenotypic components are under strong genetic control and other aspects are influenced by develop-
mental plasticity. Understanding how color polymorphisms evolve demands knowledge of how genetic and epigenetic
environmental cues influence the development and phenotypic expression of organisms. Pygmy grasshoppers (Orthoptera,
Tetrigidae) vary in color pattern within and among populations. Color morphs differ in morphology, behavior, and life his-
tory, suggesting that they represent alternative ecological strategies. Pygmy grasshoppers also show fire melanism, a rapid
increase in the frequency of black and dark-colored phenotypes in populations inhabiting fire-ravaged areas. We examined
the influence of plasticity on color polymorphism in the pygmy grasshopper Tetrix subulata (L., 1761) using a split-brood
design. Individuals were experimentally raised in solitude on either crushed charcoal or white aquarium gravel. Our analy-
ses uncovered no plasticity of either color pattern or overall darkness of coloration in response to rearing substrate. In-
stead, we find a strong resemblance between maternal and offspring color patterns. We conclude that pygmy grasshopper
color morphs are strongly influenced by genetic cues or maternal effects, and that there is no evidence for developmental
plasticity of coloration in response to rearing conditions in these insects.

Résumé : Le polymorphisme de la coloration chez les animaux peut résulter de polymorphismes génétiques, de plasticité
au cours du développement ou d’une combinaison dans laquelle certaines composantes phénotypiques sont sous un fort
contrôle génétique, alors que d’autres aspects sont influencés par la plasticité du développement. Une compréhension du
développement des polymorphismes de la coloration exige une connaissance de l’influence des signaux environnementaux
génétiques et épigénétiques sur le développement et l’expression phénotypique des organismes. Les tétrix (Orthoptera, Te-
trigidae) ont des patrons de coloration qui varient au sein des populations et entre les populations. Les différents morphes
de couleur diffèrent par leur morphologie, leur comportement et leur cycle biologique, indiquant qu’il s’agit de stratégies
écologiques de rechange. Les tétrix possèdent aussi un mélanisme relié au feu, soit une augmentation rapide de la fré-
quence des phénotypes noirs et de couleur foncée dans les populations qui vivent dans des zones ravagées par le feu.
Nous examinons l’influence de la plasticité sur le polymorphisme de la coloration chez des criquets granulés, Tetrix subu-
lata (L., 1761), qui utilisent une stratégie de couvain divisé. Nous avons élevé expérimentalement des individus solitaires
sur du charbon de bois écrasé ou sur du gravier blanc d’aquarium. Nos analyses ne décèlent aucune plasticité dans le pa-
tron de coloration, ni dans la noirceur globale de la coloration en réaction au substrat d’élevage. Nous observons plutôt
une forte ressemblance entre les patrons de coloration de la mère et de ses petits. Nous en concluons que les morphes de
couleur des tétrix sont fortement influencés par les signaux génétiques ou les effets maternels et qu’il n’existe aucune indi-
cation de plasticité de la coloration durant le développement en réaction aux conditions d’élevage chez ces insectes.

[Traduit par la Rédaction]

Introduction

Color and pattern may vary considerably among and
within animal species (Poulton 1890; Cott 1940; Majerus
1998; Ruxton et al. 2004). One particularly striking example
is color polymorphism, i.e., the occurrence of two or more
discrete color variants within a population (Ford 1945; Row-
ell 1971). Such variation in color and pattern may be a di-
rect reflection of variation among individuals in genetic
cues in the form of allelic variation at polymorphic loci, or

may reflect a plasticity of developmental processes in re-
sponse to environmental conditions experienced during
growth (Roff 1996; Pigliucci 2001; West-Eberhard 2003;
Leimar 2005, 2009; Anstey et al. 2009). Differences in color
and pattern among individuals may also reflect a combina-
tion whereby some components (such as patterning deter-
mined by the distribution of pigments) may be canalized
and influenced by regulatory genes, and other components
(such as the amount of pigments) may be influenced by
structural genes and show an element of plasticity (Rowell
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1971; Protas and Patel 2008). Information on the relative
contribution of genes and how environmentally induced
plasticity affects phenotypic variation is necessary for an in-
creased understanding of the evolutionary dynamics of color
polymorphisms. For example, if variation in color pattern
among individuals largely reflects developmental plasticity
in response to nongenetic environmental cues, then this may
mask genetic variation and slow down the response to selec-
tion (Stearns 1989). It has also been argued that plasticity
may facilitate the evolution of genetically determined color
morphs by genetic assimilation (Waddington 1942; Pigliucci
et al. 2006). Finally, the ability to adjust development and
phenotypic attributes in response to environmental cues
may also be considered an adaptation that provides a means
for genotypes and populations to cope with changing condi-
tions and selective regimes (Moran 1992; Pigliucci 2001;
Miner et al. 2005).

Color polymorphism is common in Orthoptera and other
insects (Rowell 1971; Dearn 1990). A green–brown poly-
morphism that seems to reflect plasticity in response to hu-
midity or temperature experienced during development is
common among certain acridoid grasshoppers (Rowell
1971). At the other end of the spectrum, the family Tetrigi-
dae contains a number of highly color-polymorphic species
where the polymorphism appears to be under strong genetic
control and color and pattern are little influenced by plasti-
city in response to environmental conditions (Nabours 1929;
Fisher 1930, 1939). Alternative color variants of Tetrix spe-
cies are eco-morphs that differ not only in coloration but
also in morphology, physiology, behavior, and life-history
traits (Forsman 1999, 2000; Forsman and Appelqvist 1999;
Forsman et al. 2002; Ahnesjö and Forsman 2003, 2006).

Although ample evidence suggests a genetic determina-
tion of the color polymorphism in tetrigids, it has recently
been suggested that developmental plasticity in response to
color of the substrate experienced during growth may con-
tribute to the extreme variability in color and pattern seen
in pygmy grasshoppers (Hochkirch et al. 2008), and it is the-
oretically possible that correlated plastic responses in differ-
ent traits, so-called plasticity integration, may contribute to
the associations of color and pattern with other traits (Pi-
gliucci 2001). Developmental plasticity has also been in-
voked as an alternative explanation for fire melanism (i.e.,
the rapid increase in the relative frequencies of black (mel-
anistic) and dark-colored phenotypes in populations living in
recently fire-ravaged areas) in different species of insects
(Hocking 1964; Rowell 1971; Majerus 1998), including
pygmy grasshoppers (Karlsson et al. 2008).

Here we examine whether the extreme variability in color
and pattern in the pygmy grasshopper Tetrix subulata (L.,
1761) is influenced by developmental plasticity in response
to environmental cues associated with burnt material. We
reared offspring produced by females that belong to differ-
ent color morphs in captivity in solitude using a split-brood
design on two different substrates, crushed charcoal and
white aquarium gravel, to address the following questions.
(i) Do grasshoppers raised on charcoal substrate develop
into color morphs different from those of their siblings
raised on white aquarium gravel? Such a difference would
be consistent with the hypothesis of environmentally in-
duced developmental plasticity of color pattern elements.

We chose this design because not only the black color but
also the chemical and physical properties of burnt material
may serve as an environmental cue and induce a plastic re-
sponse of color patterns. (ii) Do grasshoppers raised on char-
coal substrate develop a color pattern that is darker overall
compared with that of their siblings raised on white aquar-
ium gravel? A darker appearance may reflect either a gen-
eral darkening (e.g., via increased melanization of the entire
animal) or an increase in the relative size of black and dark
pattern elements at the expense of paler pattern elements.
(iii) What is the relative contribution to the variation in
color pattern among individuals of family (genes and mater-
nal effects) and of developmental plasticity in response to
the rearing substrate experienced during growth and devel-
opment?

Methods

Source population
We collected 49 adult female T. subulata on 25 April and

9 May 2007 from a population inhabiting a large clear-cut
area located in the vicinity of the village of Kosta, south-
central Sweden (56851’25@N, 15835’10@E). The study site
was burnt for management and conservation purposes in
June 2003. Females were classified for color morph and
housed individually (without access to males — they had
mated prior to capture) for egg laying in the laboratory. We
have previously shown that T. subulata are promiscuous and
that neither males nor females show any mating preferences
with regard to color morph (Caesar et al. 2007). More de-
tailed information on the source population and collection
procedure as well as descriptions and photographs of the al-
ternative color morphs are provided in Karlsson et al.
(2008).

Color morphs
Tetrigid grasshoppers display a remarkable variation in

color and pattern of the pronotum, legs, and other parts of
the body (Karlsson et al. 2008). Ground colors are black,
light grey, dark brown, pale brown, reddish brown, yellow-
ish brown, and olive green. Some morphs are monochrome
but others have pattern elements consisting of longitudinal
stripes of several widths and colors along the median prono-
tum or on the femora of the jumping legs, or specks or spots
about the middle or periphery of the pronotum or on the
jumping legs. Morphs also vary with regard to texture of
the integument on the pronotum and the femora of the jump-
ing legs, the surface being either smooth, or granular and
rough, or consisting of longitudinal ridges and grooves
(veining). Some variation exists also within color morphs.
For instance, individuals may or may not have distinct white
markings on the femora of the jumping legs. Furthermore,
individuals may appear greenish or olive, and appear to
gradually turn darker and change color over time because
they become covered with growth of algae (Helfer 1987).

Captive rearing
Female T. subulata were maintained in the laboratory for

egg laying at 28 ± 1 8C, 75% relative humidity, and a 12 h
light : 12 h dark cycle. Four fluorescent strip lights (Philips
Master TL 28W/830 HE) mounted in the ceiling were used
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as a complement to the natural light. A.F. classified each of
the females according to color morph before placing them
individually in plastic cups (Cerbo model A380, height
95 mm, bottom diameter 64 mm, and top diameter 90 mm)
for egg laying. A circular opening (50 mm diameter) was
cut in the bottom of each cup and covered with a plastic
mesh (1.5 mm � 1.5 mm grid). The top of each plastic cup
was covered with fibercloth (Weibulls) kept in place by a lid
in which a 72 mm diameter circular opening had been cut.
The cups were placed on trays with a damp moisture-
retaining cloth and covered with plastic film to maintain
humidity. Each cup was supplied with a small aluminum con-
tainer (25 mm diameter) filled with a 1:1 mixture of moist
peat and soil as oviposition medium (Forsman et al. 2002).
Egg pods were incubated on a piece of moist cotton inside a
plastic petri dish (80 mm diameter) under the same tempera-
ture conditions as where they had been laid. We inspected
egg pods for hatchlings on a daily basis and released newly
hatched nymphs in their outdoors rearing cups (see below).

Split-brood experimental design
We used a split-brood design to investigate whether color

patterns of pygmy grasshoppers are influenced by the sub-
strate material experienced during growth and development.
Newly hatched nymphs (N = 496) were reared individually
in plastic cups (described above) filled to 1/5 volume with a
1:1 mixture of peat and soil, and five straws of Polytrichum
sp. moss for food, cover, and climbing opportunities. In half
of the cups (N = 245) we added a layer of finely crushed
charcoal and in the other half (N = 251), a layer of white
aquarium gravel. We chose this design because not only the
black color but also the chemical and physical properties of
burnt material may serve as an environmental cue and in-
duce a plastic response of color patterns. Cups were ar-
ranged in plastic racks to prevent them from tipping over,
placed out of doors exposed to natural sunlight, and covered
with wire mesh to exclude predation by birds. Water was
provided by an automatic sprinkler system (Hozelock AC1
simple water computer: 2705 automatic timer coupled to
two Hozelock AquaStorm 2’n1 XL: 2977 sprinklers) set
such that the cups were watered for 5 min in the morning
and afternoon every day.

Temperature conditions inside the rearing cups may affect
the physiology and behavior of the grasshoppers and influ-
ence the growth of algae and moss used as food by grass-
hoppers during the experiment. We therefore recorded
weather conditions (clear sky, cloudy, or rain) and sun expo-
sure (i.e., whether the cups were exposed to direct sunlight
or shade) and monitored the temperature with max–min dig-
ital thermometers inside four pairs of cups (one pair in each
corner of the grid) filled with either charcoal or white aquar-
ium gravel. Results from a general linear model analysis re-
vealed that temperature inside the rearing cups was
influenced by weather conditions (F[3,183] = 50.56, P < 0.05)
but not by substrate treatment (F[1,183] = 1.92, P = 0.17), po-
sition in the grid (F[3,183] = 0.91, P = 0.44), or the interaction
of weather and substrate treatment (F[3,183] = 0.43, P =
0.74). When the interaction between weather and substrate
treatment was removed from the model, the effect of
weather remained significant (effect of weather: F[3,186] =

50.68, P < 0.05; position: F[3,186] = 0.94, P = 0.92; substrate:
F[1,186] = 2.9, P = 0.09).

Tests of phenotypic plasticity of color patterns may be
confounded by differences in light conditions between dif-
ferent measurement occasions, as well as by inter- and in-
tra-observer differences in the assignment of color patterns.
We took several precautions to minimize and assess the po-
tential influence of such biases in our study. To avoid inter-
observer biases, the color morph of all individuals was
scored by the same person (A.F.). To minimize any effects
of intra-observer inconsistencies, we photographed the ani-
mals and scored color pattern and estimated overall darkness
from digital images. To avoid inter-observer biases in esti-
mates of overall darkness, this variable was scored from dig-
ital images by the same person (J.J.). To assess the influence
of intra-observer inconsistencies, we estimated measurement
error of color morph assignment and of the overall darkness
of color patterns.

Photographing study animals and scoring of color
patterns

We surveyed the experimental animals on two occasions,
3–5 June 2007 and 28–30 July 2007. On each occasion we
recorded the number of live grasshoppers and A.F. scored
them for color pattern. On the second inventory we also
photographed the grasshoppers individually from above to
obtain a dorsal view of the pronotum and enable subsequent,
more careful analysis of color patterns using image analysis.
We held the grasshopper by hand such that it rested on a pin
nailed through the bottom of a plastic cup covered with light
brown paper. This ensured that the distance from the lens to
the grasshopper was kept constant (227 mm) between indi-
viduals. We used a Canon EOS 30D camera, a Canon EF
100/2.8 macro USM lens, and a Sigma EM-140 DG Macro
flash. Camera settings were ISO 200, aperture 11, partial
light metering, light temperature 5600 K, and shutter speed
1/250 s. We used Adobe Photoshop CS3 to view the digital
images and analyze grasshopper color patterns, as described
below.

Using image analysis to quantify color patterns and
estimate measurement repeatability

To avoid inter-observer biases and estimate measurement
repeatability of our color morph data, A.F. scored the color
morph of all individuals based on the digital images show-
ing the dorsal view of the pronotum on two separate occa-
sions. The second scoring was performed blind with regard
to the results of the first scoring. Individuals were classified
as belonging to one of the following morphs: monochrome
black, striped, dark brown, brown, black with yellowish
markings above front legs, mottled brown, mottled black,
striated, mottled dark brown, mottled pale brown, pale
brown, latte, mottled, and rusty red. As an estimate of meas-
urement repeatability, we calculated the percentage of indi-
viduals that were classified as belonging to the same color
morph in the two separate scoring sessions. We found that
93% (125 of 135) of adults and 86% (119 of 139) of
nymphs were classified as belonging to the same color
morph on both occasions.

We quantified overall darkness of the color pattern by
opening the images with Adobe Photoshop CS3. We se-
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lected a rectangular area (on average, 118 pixels � 117 pix-
els) that covered a large portion of the widest part of the
pronotum from the posterior angle to the posterior end of
the elytra, and used the mean RGB value option, which
measures the average darkness of color for the red, green,
and blue channels from 0 (black) to 255 (white). To ensure
that the RGB values obtained from analysis of digital im-
ages reliably reflected overall darkness, we photographed
Swedish Natural Color System (NCS) standards under the
same conditions as the grasshoppers and analyzed the digital
images. We explored the relationship between the darkness
of the image as indicated by the NCS darkness value, from
0 (white) to 100 (black), and as estimated using Photoshop
mean RGB values. Analyses of data for 15 different NCS
standards revealed that mean RGB values from digital im-
ages in Photoshop reliably reflect the overall darkness of
colors (as evidenced by the least squares linear regression
of RGB against NCS darkness: RGB = 153.4 – 1.07 �
NCS darkness, R2 = 0.85, F[1,13] = 8.62, P < 0.0001).

To estimate measurement repeatability of our estimates of
overall darkness of color pattern, we photographed 23 indi-
viduals on two separate occasions on the same day and ana-
lyzed the data with one-way ANOVA with individual
identity as the fixed factor. Repeatability was computed as
SB

2/(SB
2 + SW

2) � 100, where SB
2 = (MSB – MSW)/k, SW

2 =
MSW, k is the number of measurements per individual, and
MSW and MSB are the mean squares obtained within and be-
tween individuals, respectively (Sokal and Rohlf 1981). We
arrived at a repeatability estimate of 96% (F[22,23] = 43.27,
P < 0.0001) for overall darkness of the dorsal color pattern,
i.e., only 4% of the variation in dorsal darkness among indi-
viduals was due to measurement error.

Statistical analyses

Testing for effects of rearing substrate on survival
A difference (if present) in the distribution of color

morphs between rearing substrates at the termination of the
experiment could reflect differential survival of alternative
morphs reared on different substrates, rather than plasticity
of color pattern development. We therefore tested for inde-
pendence of survival from first to second census on rearing
substrate (black charcoal or white gravel) and color morph
at first census using pairwise contingency table analyses.

Testing for independence of color morph on maternal
identity and rearing substrate

To assess the relative contribution to the observed varia-
tion in color pattern among individuals of family (genes and
maternal effects) and of rearing substrate experienced during
growth and development, we used data from the second cen-
sus and tested for independence among color morph (treated
as a categorical variable), rearing substrate (black charcoal
or white gravel), and maternal identity using log-linear anal-
ysis (Bishop et al. 1974; Sokal and Rohlf 1981) imple-
mented using the CATMOD subroutine in SAS (SAS
Institute Inc. 2004). Tests of independence were based on
comparisons of fit between a model including and a model
lacking the interaction of interest using a log-likelihood ratio
statistic. In this approach, dependence of color pattern on
the substrate experienced during development would be

manifest as a significant interaction between color morph
and rearing substrate.

Testing for effects on overall darkness of maternal identity
and rearing substrate

To test for effects on overall darkness of color pattern of
individuals of (i) their own color morph, (ii) rearing sub-
strate treatment (black charcoal or white gravel) experienced
during growth and development, and (iii) family (genes and
maternal effects), we analyzed data on RGB value from the
second census using ANOVA. To evaluate the possibility
that overall darkness of different color morphs may respond
differently to rearing substrate, we included in the model
each individual’s own color morph by rearing substrate in-
teraction as an independent explanatory variable. We also
tested for an effect of rearing substrate on overall darkness
using a mixed model approach by treating rearing substrate
as a fixed effect and family as a random effect, implemented
with the MIXED subroutine in SAS and using the maxi-
mum-likelihood estimation method.

Not all individuals had eclosed into the adult form at the
termination of the experiment shortly before the onset of
winter inactivity. We first analyzed our data for nymphs
and adults together to obtain large sample sizes and high
statistical power. We then repeated the analyses on a re-
stricted data set that contained data for mature individuals
only, to avoid confounding effects of differences in develop-
mental stage and ontogenetic change that may be mistakenly
interpreted as phenotypic plasticity. Finally, we performed a
matched paired comparison of overall darkness by restrict-
ing the data set to pairs of siblings in which both individuals
belonged to the same color morph but had been raised on
different substrates. Different pairs represented different
color morphs.

Results
We used 496 newly hatched nymphs, representing off-

spring from 49 different mothers, and placed them individu-
ally in separate plastic cups with either black charcoal (N =
245) or white aquarium gravel (N = 251). The majority of
released nymphs, 70% (346 of 496), were still alive at the
time of the second census at the end of July when the ex-
periment was terminated. Survival from release to second
census was independent of whether individuals had been
raised in cups with white (169 of 251) or black (177 of
245) substrate (c[1]

2 adjusted for continuity = 1.19, P =
0.27, Fisher’s exact P = 0.24). Survival from first to second
census was also independent of color morph as determined
at the first census (c[9]

2 = 7.42, P = 0.59). These results sug-
gest that differential mortality of alternative morphs reared
on different substrates is unlikely to have confounded our
tests for effects of rearing substrate on color pattern and
overall darkness, reported below.

Color pattern depended on maternal color morph but
not on rearing substrate

Results based on analyses of data for all individuals and
for adults only

The distribution of the 346 individuals that were alive at
the termination of the experiment among the 14 different
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color morphs was highly dependent on maternal color
morph (log-linear model analysis, effect of own morph by
maternal color morph interaction: G = 93.50, df = 58, P =
0.0022) but independent of whether rearing cups contained
black or white substrate (effect of own morph by rearing
substrate interaction: G = 10.12, df = 11, P = 0.52). The
three-way own morph by maternal morph by rearing sub-
strate interaction was nonsignificant (P > 0.9), which does
not support a role of gene by rearing environment (of devel-
oping nymphs) interaction effects for the phenotypic expres-
sion of color morph. We concluded that the distribution of
individuals among different color morphs was independent
of rearing substrate also when we restricted the analyses to
data for the 156 individuals that had reached the adult stage
(i.e., such that we could determine their color morph with
higher accuracy) at the termination of the experiment (effect
of own morph by substrate interaction: G = 5.63, df = 9, P =
0.77) (Fig. 1).

Overall darkness depended on family and own color
pattern but not on rearing substrate

Results based on analyses of data for all individuals and
for adults only

The overall darkness of the dorsal surface of individuals
varied among families and among individuals that belonged
to different color morphs, but was not influenced by whether
individuals had been raised on crushed charcoal or white
aquarium gravel (Table 1). There also was no heterogeneity
among color morphs in their (lack of) response to rearing
substrate (as evidenced by the nonsignificant morph by rear-
ing substrate interaction, Table 1). Results were qualitatively
similar when we analyzed nymphs and adults together and
adults only.

We concluded that rearing substrate did not influence
overall darkness of individuals also when we analyzed data
using the mixed model approach, regarding family as a ran-
dom effect and rearing substrate as a fixed effect (effect of
rearing substrate, result from analysis of pooled data for
nymphs and adults: F[1,41] = 2.41, P = 0.13; data for adults
only: F[1,25] = 2.29, P = 0.14).

Results based on matched paired comparisons within
families and color morphs

The analysis of our restricted data set for 35 pairs of indi-
viduals matched with regard to color morph (pairs represent-
ing 26 families) also uncovered no effect of rearing
substrate. The mean difference in overall darkness between
siblings reared on crushed charcoal versus white aquarium
gravel did not differ from zero (mean difference = 1.80,
95% confidence interval –4.10 to 0.20) (Fig. 2).

Discussion
Differences in colors and patterns among individuals and

populations may reflect underlying differences in coding and
regulatory genes or developmental plasticity and differential
expression of genotypes in response to environmental condi-
tions experienced during growth (Protas and Patel 2008). In-
formation on the relative contribution of genes and how
environmentally induced plasticity affects phenotypic varia-
tion is necessary for an increased understanding of the evo-

lution of color polymorphisms. Our analyses of color
patterns of pygmy grasshoppers (T. subulata) that had been
experimentally reared in solitude on crushed charcoal versus
white aquarium gravel using a split-brood design uncovered
no plasticity of either color pattern or overall darkness in re-
sponse to rearing substrate. Instead, we found a strong re-
semblance between the color patterns of mothers and those
of their offspring, as well as large differences in overall
darkness among families. The experimental design that we
used (split brood of previously mated individuals) does not
enable us to control for or estimate effects of maternal or
paternal environmental conditions experienced prior to egg

Fig. 1. Relative color morph frequencies among pygmy grasshopper
(Tetrix subulata) individuals experimentally reared from the hatchl-
ing stage on crushed charcoal (top panel) or white aquarium gravel
(bottom panel) using a split-brood design. Comparison is restricted
to data for the 156 (of 346) individuals that had reached the adult
stage at the termination of the experiment. Numbers below hori-
zontal axes represent color morphs: 1, monochrome black; 2,
striped; 3, dark brown; 4, brown; 5, black with yellowish markings
above front legs; 6, mottled brown; 7, mottled black; 8, striated; 9,
mottled dark brown; 10, mottled pale brown; 11, pale brown; 12,
latte; 13, mottled. Color morph was treated as a categorical variable
in the statistical analysis; numbers in the legend are only for iden-
tification. The distribution of individuals among color morphs is
independent of rearing substrate (log-linear model analysis, effect
of own morph by rearing substrate interaction, P = 0.77).
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laying and during early ontogeny that may have influenced
embryonic development and coloration. Our results never-
theless conform to earlier studies of T. subulata and other
species of Tetrigidae, adding further support to the conclu-
sion that pygmy grasshopper color morphs are strongly in-
fluenced by genetic cues or epigenetic maternal effects, but
little (if at all) affected by posthatch developmental plasti-
city in response to environmental cues (Nabours 1929;
Fisher 1930; Forsman et al. 2002; Ahnesjö and Forsman
2003; Karlsson et al. 2008).

Our results and conclusions are incongruent, however,

with those of Hochkirch et al. (2008). These authors reared
T. subulata and Tetrix ceperoi (Bolı́var, 1887) on different
visual backgrounds using a split-brood design but concluded
that whereas the pattern itself was not influenced by plasti-
city, basic color showed a plastic response to the color of
the rearing substrate experienced during growth, with indi-
viduals exposed to darker backgrounds developing darker
color patterns. What may account for the discrepancy be-
tween our results and those of Hochkirch et al. (2008)?

First, there may be a biological explanation for the differ-
ent findings. The populations included in the study by Hoch-
kirch et al. (2008) and in our study do not share the same
evolutionary history, and it is therefore possible that they
now respond differently to environmental cues. But there
are also several important differences in experimental de-
sign, methods, and survival of experimental animals be-
tween our study and that by Hochkirch et al. (2008) that
may explain our inconsistent conclusions. In our experiment,
survival of grasshoppers was high (~70%) and independent
of color morph. It is therefore unlikely that differential mor-
tality among individuals that belonged to different color
morphs confounded our tests for plasticity. Instead of rear-
ing grasshoppers together in groups, we kept them in indi-
vidual cages, and differences among individuals were
therefore not mistakenly interpreted as individual changes
in coloration in our study. By rearing grasshoppers individu-
ally, we also avoided mistakenly interpreting a failure to
capture all individuals at all sampling events as changes in
relative morph frequencies. We photographed the grasshop-
pers and one person assigned color morph and measured
overall darkness of individuals based on digital images, so
we avoided problems associated with inter-observer incon-
sistencies in perception and changing light conditions. We
arrived at a high value of measurement repeatability, both
for color morph assignment (93% for adults and 86% for
nymphs) and for overall darkness (96%), and are therefore
confident that our results were not influenced to any impor-

Table 1. Effects of family (mother), own color morph, rearing substrate, and own color
morph by rearing substrate interaction on overall darkness of pygmy grasshopper (Tetrix
subulata) coloration.

Source df Type III SS Mean square F Pr > F

Nymphs + adults
F[73,249] = 11.48, P < 0.0001, R2 = 0.77
Mother 48 14872.75 309.85 5.38 0.0001
Color morph 13 12971.0 997.77 17.31 0.0001
Rearing substrate 1 10.45 10.46 0.18 0.67
Morph by rearing substrate 11 548.27 49.84 0.86 0.58
Error 249 14349.27 57.62

Adults only
F[55,92] = 11.11, P < 0.0001, R2 = 0.86
Mother 33 7090.23 214.86 3.52 0.0001
Color morph 12 5688.25 474.02 7.76 0.0001
Rearing substrate 1 31.66 31.66 0.52 0.47
Morph by rearing substrate 9 130.52 14.50 0.24 0.99
Error 92 5623.06 61.12 .

Note: Results from analysis of variance of data for individuals that were experimentally reared
from the hatchling stage on either crushed charcoal or white aquarium gravel using a split-brood
design. Results are shown for one analysis based on pooled data for nymphs and adults and one
analysis based on data for adults only.

Fig. 2. Overall darkness of pygmy grasshopper (Tetrix subulata)
individuals experimentally reared from the hatchling stage on either
crushed charcoal or white aquarium gravel using a split-brood de-
sign. Comparison is restricted to data for 35 pairs of siblings
matched with regard to color morph and representing 26 different
families. Darkness was estimated as RGB value obtained from ana-
lysis of digital images and measures the average darkness of color
for the red, green, and blue channels from 0 (black) to 255 (white).
Figure shows means and standard deviations.
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tant degree by intra-observer inconsistencies in morph as-
signment or by measurement error. That it is more difficult
to reliably assign color morph of small nymphs than of
adults (see Results) may also contribute to what Hochkirch
et al. (2008) interpreted as reversible color changes. Finally,
that we found no evidence for plasticity of coloration is not
a simple consequence of low statistical power due to insuffi-
cient sample size, because our study is based on data for a
much larger number of families and individuals than the
study by Hochkirch et al. (2008), which yielded only 14 sur-
viving T. subulata and 6 surviving T. ceperoi at the termina-
tion of the experiment. The problems and confounding
factors discussed above were not considered and controlled
for in the study by Hochkirch et al. (2008) and we therefore
conclude that there are several alternative explanations to
what they interpreted as plasticity. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there exists no reliable evidence for plasticity of colo-
ration in pygmy grasshoppers in response to environmental
cues.

Conclusions
The results of the present study do not support the hy-

pothesis that the color patterns and overall darkness of
pygmy grasshoppers are influenced by developmental plasti-
city in response to the rearing substrate experienced during
growth. Instead, our findings add to already existing evi-
dence that color patterns of pygmy grasshoppers are under
the influence of allelic variation at polymorphic loci or epi-
genetic maternal effects. After careful consideration of
available studies, we conclude that there is no reliable evi-
dence that the variable color patterns of T. subulata or any
other pygmy grasshoppers are influenced by developmental
plasticity in response to environmental cues. An element of
plasticity would certainly add another interesting dimension
to the fascinating ecological and evolutionary dynamics of
color polymorphism in pygmy grasshoppers. We also do not
dismiss the possibility that plasticity of coloration may have
evolved in other pygmy grasshopper populations or species,
or in response to other environmental cues not yet investi-
gated, but as far as we know there is as yet no evidence to
that effect. This raises the interesting question why environ-
mentally induced variation in color patterns does not seem
to occur in the tetrigid grasshoppers examined, despite being
relatively common in other Orthoptera.

Our findings enable us to discriminate among the alterna-
tive explanations put forward to account for the high inci-
dence of black and dark-colored phenotypes in pygmy
grasshopper populations that inhabit recently fire-ravaged
areas (Rowell 1971; Karlsson et al. 2008). The results of
our experiment do not support the hypothesis that pygmy
grasshoppers change coloration in response to the black vis-
ual background or some physical or chemical cues associ-
ated with burnt material. We therefore adhere to the
conclusions from earlier studies that fire melanism and other
microevolutionary modifications of color polymorphism in
these insects are driven by a combination of selection and
gene flow.
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Abstract 

The pygmy grasshopper, Tetrix subulata (Orthoptera: Tetrigidae), exhibits a high degree of heritable phenotypic 
variation in colour, though there are no genetic markers to explore the genetic underpinning of its phenotypes. 
We isolated and characterized eight microsatellite loci for this species from a genomic library. Primer sequences 
for this set of eight loci are made available together with estimates of expected heterozygosity. The number of 
alleles ranged from 7 to 33, and the expected heterozygosity ranged from 0.73 to 0.97. These microsatellite 
markers open up further studies of microevolution, population structure and polyandry in the highly colour 
polymorphic T. subulata. 

Keywords: primer development, Orthoptera, polymorphic, PCR primers 

 

Introduction 

Tetrix subulata is an Orthopteran of the 
Tetrigidae family. This pygmy grasshopper 
species is a small (<15mm total body length, 
mean 0.07g dry body mass), diurnal, ground 
dwelling and widely distributed insect that 
inhabits biomes ranging from tropical rainforests 
to arctic regions of Europe, Asia and much of 
North America south to Mexico (Holst, 1986; 
Rehn & Grant, 1955). It usually inhabits damp 
places, where it lives on the soil surface and feeds 
on microalgae growing on moist soils, mosses 
and detritus (Forsman, Karlsson, Wennersten, 
Johansson, & Karpestam, 2011; Holst, 1986). 

Pygmy grasshoppers provide a classic example 
and model system for studies of colour 
polymorphism. Colour pattern variants of Tetrix 
differ in morphology, physiology, behaviour and 
life-history traits and utilize different niches, so 
they are considered eco-morphs (Ahnesjo & 
Forsman, 2006; Forsman, 2001; Forsman, 
Ringblom, & Civantos, 2002). Recent studies 
have documented rapid evolutionary 
modifications of colour morph frequencies in T. 

subulata populations in response to 
spatiotemporal environmental changes (Forsman 
et al., 2011), but the contribution of gene flow to 
population divergence is elusive. There are 
experimental demonstrations of higher individual 
survival and of higher establishment success in 
more colour morph diverse T. subulata groups 
(Caesar, Karlsson, & Forsman, 2010; Forsman, 
Wennersten, Karlsson, & Caesar, n.d.), 
supporting the notion that polymorphism may 
allow for resource subdivision and increase 
population performance in heterogeneous 
environments. T. subulata has a polygynandrous 
mating system, and females mated to several 
males may produce half-siblings that are more 
colour morph diverse (Forsman, Ahnesjo, & 
Caesar, 2007), although multiple paternity has 
yet to be confirmed because of lack of molecular 
genetic markers.  
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Materials and methods 

We describe the development and 
characterization in one population of eight 
species-specific microsatellite loci for T. subulata 
that will provide a powerful tool for quantifying 
genetic variation and for investigating paternity, 
gene flow and the underlying genetic architecture 
of the fascinating phenotypic diversity in this 
species. 

Our methods follow those described by 
(Paxton & Zobel, 2009; Soro & Paxton, 2009). 
In short, DNA for cloning was extracted from 
the thorax of one individual female grasshopper 
of T. subulata from Vanserumbäck, Öland, 
Sweden, using a phenol /chloroform protocol 
(Paxton, Thorén, Tengö, Estoup, & Pamilo, 
1996) and genomic DNA was digested to 
completion with restriction enzyme SAU3AI 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
(Promega, Madison, WI). Fragments between 
200 and 900bp were recovered from a 2% agarose 
gel, ligated into plasmid vector pUC19/BamHI 
(QBiogene, Carlsbad, CA) and transformed into 
XL2-Blue MRF´ Ultracompetent cells 
(Stratagene, La Jolly, CA). Positive clones were 
hybridized and screened for microsatellites using 
DIG-end labelled (GA)10, (CA)10, (TGC)6, 
(AAG)9 and (CAAA)9 as described by Estoup & 
Turgeon (1996). 

 

Results and Discussion 

Of the 1886 screened colonies, 26 were 
positive (1.4%) and plasmid inserts of these 
positives were sequenced and resolved on an ABI 
3730XL automatic sequencer (Fusion 
Antibodies, Belfast, NI). Sequences were 
pairwise aligned and edited in EMBOSS Water 
(Rice et al., 2000). Out of 26 loci sequenced, 16 
contained repeat motifs: 14 with dinucleotide 
repeats, one with a mononucleotide repeat and 
one with a trinucleotide repeat. Primers were 
designed to amplify repeat motifs using Primer 3 
(Rozen & Skaletsky, 2000). 

Genomic DNA was extracted from the thorax 
or hind leg (femur) tissue using a REDExtract-
N-Amp Blood PCR Kit (Sigma, St Louis, MO). 
PCR amplifications were performed in 10 µL 
final reaction volumes using a PTC-200 DNA 
Engine Cycler (BioRad, Foster City, CA). 
Individual mixes consisted of 1 µL template 
DNA (c. 10ng), 0.5 µM of each primer and 5 µL 
REDExtract-N-Amp PCR reaction Mix (Sigma, 
St Louis, MO).  The first primer optimization 
step for each primer pair (Tsub86, Tsub74, 
Tsub39, Tsub34, Tsub6, Tsub179, Tsub78 and 
Tsub4) was conducted using a gradient 
programme, with an initial denaturation of 5 min 
at 94°C followed by 38 cycles of denaturation at 
94°C for 30s, annealing at 55-65°C for 1.30 min, 
extension at 72°C for 1 min, followed by a final 
extension step at 72°C for 10 min.  

The forward primer was 5´-end labelled with 
fluorescent dye (6-FAM, NED or VIC, Applied 
Biosystems) and PCR products were resolved in 
an automatic sequencer (ABI 3730XL at Uppsala 
Genome Centre, Uppsala University). Subsequent 
PCRs were run with the same conditions as above, 
but with the annealing temperature specified in 
table 1 on at least 20 individuals from the same 
population at Vanserumbäck. PCR products were 
resolved in an automatic sequencer ABI 3730XL 
(Uppsala Genome Centre) and results scored in 
GeneMapper ver. 4.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster 
City, CA). Eight microsatellite loci gave 
resolvable, polymorphic products (Table 1). 

Observed and expected heterozygosity at each 
locus was calculated with Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier 
and Lischer, 2010), which was also used to test for 
deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and 
linkage disequilibrium (Table 1). 
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There was no sign of linkage disequilibrium 
between loci after Bonferroni correction. The 
genetic markers exhibited between 7 and 33 
alleles per locus (Table 1). Average gene diversity 
over loci was 0.41 ± 0.24 and observed 
heterozygosity ranged from 0.29 to 0.91. Testing 
for PCR and scoring errors in 
MICROCHECKER (Van Oosterhout et al., 
2004) indicated that these loci might contain null 
alleles, but they showed no evidence of scoring 
error due to stuttering or large allele dropout. 
However, all loci exhibited deviation from 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, and in six of eight 
loci the deviation remained significant after 
Bonferroni correction (Table 1). This signature 
of inbreeding may reflect recent bottlenecking of 
the population or founder effects and subsequent 
inbreeding within the study population of 
Vanserumbäck. T. subulata is a good colonizer 
and there is experimental evidence that new 
populations may be established by small 
founding groups that consist of only six 
individuals (Forsman, Wennersten, Karlsson and 
Caesar, under review), though it is currently 
unknown as to whether the species also practices 
inbreeding. Alternatively, a high number of 
homozygotes might be interpreted as null alleles, 
as has previously been observed in other 
Orthopteran species (Berthier, Loiseau, Streiff, 
& Arlettaz, 2008; Chapuis et al., 2005; Chapuis, 
Loiseau, Michalakis, Lecoq, & Estoup, 2005), or 
as a consequence of the Wahlund effect, in which 
two reproductively more or less isolated gene 
pools are sampled under the assumption that 
they are one common gene pool. Mark-recapture 
data of free-ranging individuals indicate that T. 
subulata is sedentary and normally moves only a 
few meters per day (Forsman and Appelqvist, 
1999, Caesar et al., 2007), and this may 
contribute to a Wahlund effect via binomial 
sampling variance among small local breeding 
groups. Genotyping of T. subulata pedigrees at 
these microsatellite loci will reveal whether null 
alleles are the cause of heterozygote deficit or 
whether the species practices inbreeding in the 
population at Vanserumbäck and possibly 
elsewhere. If both hypotheses for the deviation 
from HWE can be rejected, the Wahlund effect 
would be a candidate alternative hypothesis 
worthy of further investigation in this highly 
colour-polymorphic species. 

These eight microsatellite loci will be useful to 
conduct population genetic studies and allow for 
more detailed investigations into mechanisms 
influencing the ecological and evolutionary 
divergence and dynamics seen in highly colour-
variable T. subulata pygmy grasshopper 
populations. 
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Multiple paternity increases phenotypic diversity in Tetrix 
subulata, pygmy grasshoppers 
Jenny Johansson, Sofia Caesar, and Anders Forsman 
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Abstract 

Multiple paternities within clutches have been recorded among a variety of organisms, including mammals, 
birds, fishes, reptiles and insects. The degree of genetic similarity between parents may influence the number and 
viability of offspring. Females may therefore mate with several males as an insurance against sterile, low quality 
or genetically incompatibility mates, and to obtain half sibling offspring that are genetically and phenotypically 
more diverse. We examine the roles of polyandry, multiple paternity and genetic incompatibility in the colour 
polymorphic pygmy grasshopper Tetrix subulata. By experimentally mating virgin females and genotyping the 
resulting offspring using microsatellite markers we demonstrate that polyandrous females can produce offspring 
sired by different males. In another experiment, in which females were experimentally mated to two different 
males, the number, survival and colour morph diversity of the resulting offspring was not influenced to any 
important degree by parental colour morph resemblance, and independent of whether the mother and putative 
father(s) originated from the same or from different source populations. Analyses of microsatellite data and 
colour patterns of captive reared families produced by wild caught females that were not mated in the laboratory, 
confirmed that multiple paternity occurs in the wild, and that it may increase colour morph diversity among 
half-siblings. A polyandrous mating behaviour may thus influence the evolutionary dynamics and maintenance 
of colour polymorphism in this species.  

Key words: admixture; colour polymorphism; compatibility, microsatellites, multiple paternity; polyandry; 
relatedness; Tetrix subulata. 

 

Introduction 

Theory posits that variation in mate choice and 
mating behaviour among individuals may have 
important fitness consequences, by influencing 
future survival as well as viability and genetic and 
phenotypic variability of offspring. The degree of 
relatedness between parents may affect viability 
of individual zygotes and offspring (Fig. 1). In 
principle, there is a continuum of possible 
degrees of relatedness between parents (measured 
as the fraction of alleles shared with mate), 
ranging from very low, as in the extreme case 
when mates belong to separate species, to very 
high, when mates are monozygotic twins. The 
hypothesized curvilinear relationship linking 
relatedness between parents to viability of 
offspring is caused by negative effects of 
inbreeding, associated with the expression of 
double recessive lethal alleles (Charlesworth & 

Charlesworth, 1987; Tregenza & Wedell, 2002) 
on the one hand, and out breeding, associated 
with the breakup of co-adapted compatible gene 
complexes (Jennions & Petrie, 2000), on the 
other (Fig. 1). In sexually reproducing organisms, 
where the genotypes of individuals represent 
combinations of maternally and paternally 
inherited alleles, the degree of relatedness 
between parents influences not only the quality 
of individual offspring, but also the diversity 
among different offspring (Marshall et al., 2003) 
(Fig. 2a). However, in species where females 
mate with more than one male, the diversity 
among offspring produced by a female may be 
influenced to a greater extent by the number of 
males that contribute parentage (Foerster et al., 
2003; McLeod & Marshall, 2009) (Fig. 2b). 
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Figure 1. Graphical model illustrating hypothesized relationship between degree of relatedness between parents and fitness of 
individual zygotes or offspring. 
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Figure 2. Graphical model illustrating hypothesized relationships between (a) Degree of relatedness between parents and 
diversity among siblings; and (b) Number of males contributing parentage and diversity among half siblings produced by a 
single mother. 

Potential benefits of producing genetically 
and phenotypically variable offspring include 
reduced probability that all offspring be ill-suited 
to future selective regimes (Yasui, 1998; Forsman 
et al., 2007; Yue & Chang, 2010), increased 
disease resistance (Baer & Schmid-Hempel, 
1999), and reduced competition among 
phenotypes that utilize different subsets of 
available resources (Forsman et al., 2008; Caesar 
et al., 2010). Increased offspring diversity is not 
the only benefit that may accrue to females that 
mate with multiple males. Non-genetic 
resources, such as nuptial gifts, may enhance the 
survival prospects of the female herself or allow a 
greater allocation of resources to reproduction 
(Ridley, 1993; Arnqvist & Nilsson, 2000; 
Fedorka & Mousseau, 2002). Furthermore, 
mating with multiple males may allow for cryptic 
female choice by means of post mating 

differential fertilization of certain gamete 
combinations, and provide genetic benefits for 
the offspring (Jennions, 1997; Møller & Alatalo, 
1999; Jennions & Petrie, 2000; Yasui, 2001; Fox 
& Rauter, 2003; Simmons, 2005). In this 
context, polyandry may serve as an insurance 
(bet-hedging strategy) against fitness loss due to 
fertilization of eggs by males that are sterile, of 
low quality or have a genotype that is either too 
similar or too different from that of the female 
herself (Jennions, 1997; Zeh & Zeh, 1997; Yasui, 
1998; Jennions & Petrie, 2000; Tregenza & 
Wedell, 2000; Qvarnström, 2001; Yasui, 2001; 
Fox & Rauter, 2003). 

Here we report on the results of two mating 
experiments performed to examine the role of 
multiple paternity and genetic incompatibility for 
the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of 
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colour pattern polymorphism in the pygmy 
grasshopper Tetrix subulata, a small (up to 15-
mm body length, average dry body mass ca. 0.07 
g), diurnal, ground dwelling insect species that 
inhabits biomes ranging from tropical rainforests 
to arctic regions of Europe, Asia and America 
(Rehn & Grant 1955; Holst 1986). Pygmy 
grasshoppers provide one of the classic examples 
of colour polymorphism (Nabours, 1929; Fisher, 
1939; Forsman et al., 2011). Morphs represent 
co-adapted gene complexes that differ in body 
size, reproductive life-history, thermoregulatory 
behaviours, physiology, predator avoidance 
behaviours, microhabitat choice and diet 
(Forsman, 1999; Forsman & Appelqvist, 1999; 
Forsman, 2001; Forsman et al., 2002; Ahnesjö & 
Forsman, 2003, 2006; Karpestam & Forsman, 
2011). 

Circumstantial evidence suggests that both 
inbreeding and out breeding may be important to 
pygmy grasshoppers. Mark-recapture data 
indicate that T. subulata are relatively sedentary 
and normally move only a few meters per day 
(Forsman & Appelqvist, 1999; Caesar et al., 
2007). However, like many other insects, T. 
subulata is wing dimorphic (Rehn & Grant, 
1955; Harrison, 1980), and macropterous 
individuals with functional wings may resort to 
active flights of at least 75m when experimentally 
released in unfavourable habitats (Berggren et al., 
submitted), indicating a capacity for long 
distance dispersal (Harrison 1980). This implies 
that reproductively active individuals may 
encounter close relatives as well as immigrants 
originating from other populations. Local 
adaptation (Forsman et al., 2011) and genetic 
differentiation among populations (Johansson et 
al., unpublished-b) raises the possibility that 
admixture of T. subulata genotypes from different 
source populations may be associated with out 
breeding depression, but this has not yet been 
investigated. T. subulata can discriminate siblings 
from non-siblings based on olfactory cues, and 
respond differently in interactions with siblings 
versus non-siblings (Caesar et al., 2010), but it is 
not known whether this ability extends to 
individuals from different populations. 

Previous investigations indicate that T. 
subulata males vary in genetic quality or 
fertilization ability (Caesar & Forsman 2009). 
Effects of parental colour morph resemblance on 

offspring survival further point to a role of 
genetic compatibility, a form of within 
population out breeding (Caesar & Forsman 
2009). Despite this, mating seems to be 
indiscriminate with regard to colour morph. 
Instead, T. subulata females mate with more than 
one male, both in captivity and under natural 
conditions (Caesar et al., 2007). That T. subulata 
females mated with several males produce more 
colour morph diverse offspring suggest that 
polyandry results in half-siblings (Forsman et al., 
2007). However, shared paternity has not yet 
been confirmed using parentage analyses based 
on molecular genetic markers, and the possible 
roles of dispersal and out-breeding for patterns of 
variation within and among populations in this 
species remain elusive.  

We experimentally mated captive reared 
virgin T. subulata females to four males each, in 
sequence, and then genotyped the resulting 
offspring using microsatellites to test if 
polyandrous females produce offspring that are 
half-siblings sired by different males. In another 
experiment, females were experimentally mated 
to two males each, to test for negative effects 
(genetic incompatibility) of mixing genotypes of 
individuals that belonged to different colour 
morphs or originated from different source 
populations. Finally, we examined if multiple 
paternity occurs in the wild and if it increases 
colour morph diversity among the offspring,  

 

Materials and Methods 

Study species 

Female T. subulata pygmy grasshoppers are larger 
(pronotum length 11-15 mm) than males (9-12 
mm). Adults survive over one reproductive 
season and late instar nymphs and immature 
adults hibernate during winter and emerge in 
spring when the mating season begins (April in 
our study area in southeast Sweden). Females are 
polyandrous (mate with several males) and 
produce multiple egg pods, each of which may 
contain more than 35 eggs. Nymphs develop 
through five (males) or six (females) instars 
before they eclose into the adult form.  

Pygmy grasshoppers exhibit a multitude of 
colour morphs within populations. Ground 
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colours of their pronotum are grey, brown, olive 
green or black of varying intensity. Some 
individuals’ are monochrome, while others are 
distinctly patterned. The pattern elements 
include several widths and colours of longitudinal 
stripes along the median pronotum, vertical 
bands on the femora of the jumping legs, or 
specks or spots about the middle or periphery of 
the pronotum or on the jumping legs (for 
photographs of different colour morphs see 
Caesar et al., 2010).  

Experimental mating of captive reared virgin 
females - test for multiple paternity 

To investigate if polyandrous females produce 
offspring sired by different males, we used 
captive reared virgin females and males. These 
individuals were offspring to females collected as 
adults from 12 natural populations (Läckeby, 
Norra Mossen, Linneryd, Hällasjö, Långkärr, 
Vanserumbäck, Filmstället, Fliseryd, Studioglas, 
Jordtorp, Gölen and Knisa Mosse) in Småland, 
southeast Sweden, on 9th to 22nd of May, 2007. 
Females were brought to the laboratory for egg 
laying, hatched offspring were reared by family in 
10L buckets, filled to one third with a mixture of 
soil and peat, maintained out of doors for growth 
and hibernation over winter (for details see 
Forsman et al., 2011).  

At the onset of the mating experiment the 
following spring, 6th to 9th of May, 2008, the 
mature captive reared individuals were classified 
for sex. Only females from rearing buckets 
without males were used for the experiment. 
Females were transferred to individual plastic 
cages (150x85x210mm) supplied with one small 
cup filled with soaked cotton for drinking, one 
cup with soil as oviposition media and food, a 
piece of potato as supplementary food, and 
housed in the laboratory at 25 oC. Each female 
was offered four different males in sequence, and 
each male was present for 24 hours. We used 
males that originated from different populations 
to ensure genetic diversity and increase resolution 
in the paternity reconstructions. After use, males 
were put into 95% EtOH until DNA extraction. 
After the last male had been removed, the female 
was left in the cage for four days to lay eggs, and 
then removed and stored in 95% EtOH until 
DNA extraction. Cages were searched for egg 
pods that were placed on moist cotton inside a 

plastic Petri dish (80 mm in diameter) for 
incubation. Hatched nymphs were preserved in 
95% EtOH for subsequent DNA extraction. 

Experimental mating of wild caught females - 
test for genetic incompatibility 

To test for negative effects of genetic 
incompatibility due to mixing of genotypes of 
individuals that belonged to different colour 
morphs or originated from different source 
populations, we collected adult females (N = 40) 
and males from a natural population in Bredsätra 
(N56°50.923, E16°47.441) a pasture nearby a 
man-made pond on the island of Öland, on 19th 
of May, 2008. For this experiment, we also used 
adult males collected from Sävsjö, a pasture area 
with a pond. Experimental animals were brought 
to the laboratory, classified for sex and colour 
morph (e.g., grey, latte, black, brown, striated, 
striped and a variety of speckled patterns), and 
placed in separate cages for mating. Females were 
then provided with two males each, in sequence, 
beginning three days after capture. To investigate 
effects of genetic incompatibility and out 
breeding, we used combinations of males and 
females that either belonged to the same or to 
different colour morphs, and that originated 
from the same or from different source 
populations. After mating, females were left in 
the cages for egg laying and eggs were incubated 
as described above. Hatched nymphs were 
counted, transferred by family to separate 10 L 
buckets where they were maintained for growth 
during summer, and then counted and analysed 
for survival and colour morph diversity in 
autumn. We used 44 wild caught females, of 
which 40 (91%) produced egg pods that yielded a 
total of 591 hatchlings, of which 192 (32%) were 
alive and could be classified by colour morph 
during the autumn inventory. 

Un-manipulated wild caught females - test if 
multiple paternity occurs in the wild and 
increases colour morph diversity among 
offspring 

As a control for the mating experiment described 
above, and to investigate if multiple paternity 
occurs also under natural conditions, additional 
adult females (N = 52 of which 47 produced 
offspring) collected from Bredsätra, were brought 
to the laboratory and housed in separate cages for 
egg-laying (see above) without access to males, 
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they were assumed to have mated in the wild 
prior to capture. Their eggs were incubated in 
the laboratory, hatchlings were reared by family 
for growth during summer and then analysed for 
survival and colour morph diversity as described 
above. Of the 52 control females, 45 (87%) 
produced 732 offspring, whereof 260 (36%) were 
still alive at the autumn inventory. A subset of 14 
families was selected for genotyping to examine if 
multiple paternity occurs in the wild, and if it 
increases colour morph diversity among the 
siblings within a family. 

DNA extraction and microsatellite analysis 

Genomic DNA was extracted from the femur of 
adult individuals and from entire newly hatched 
nymphs. Prior to DNA extraction, each sample 
was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 30s and 5µL 
supernatant was transferred to new-labelled 
Eppendorf tubes. REDExtract-N-Amp Blood 
PCR Kit (Sigma, St Louis, MO) was used for 
DNA extraction. 30µL lysis buffer was added to 
each supernatant, incubated for 5min and 100µL 
neutralization buffer was added and the samples 
were stored at -20°C in a freezer until 
microsatellite analysis. PCR amplifications were 
performed in 10 µL final reaction volumes using 
a PTC-200 DNA Engine Cycler (BioRad, 
Foster City, CA). Individual mixes consisted of 1 
µL template DNA (c. 10ng), 0.5 µM of each 
primer and 5 µL REDExtract-N-Amp PCR 
reaction Mix (Sigma, St Louis, MO). 

We extracted DNA from 4 virgin females, 
that experimentally were provided mates and 
their resulting newly hatched offspring, and from 
14 families of captive reared mature offspring 
produced by wild caught control females. We 
used microsatellites that have previously been 
characterised for T. subulata (Johansson et al., 
unpublished-a). The seven forward primers were 
5´-end labelled with fluorescent dye; Tsub78 and 
Tsub86 with VIC (Applied Biosystems), 
Tsub179, Tsub34, Tsub6 and Tsub39 with 6-
FAM (Applied Biosystems) and Tsub74 with 
NED (Applied Biosystems) (Table 1). The PCR 
was set with an initial denaturation of 5 min at 
94°C, followed by 38 cycles of denaturation at 
94°C for 30s, annealing at 62°C for 1.30 min, 
extension at 72°C for 1 min, followed by a final 

extension step at 72°C for 10 min. PCR products 
were diluted 1:10, resolved in an automatic 
sequencer ABI 3730XL (Uppsala Genome 
Centre), and results were scored in GeneMapper 
ver. 4.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).  

Microsatellite screening and amplification by 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is described 
elsewhere (Johansson et al., unpublished-a). 
Analyses of the virgin females, their 
experimentally provided mates and their families 
yielded 63 genotypes distributed among 7 
microsatellite loci (Tsub78, Tsub86, Tsub179, 
Tsub34, Tsub39, Tsub74 and Tsub6), and the 14 
families produced by wild caught control females 
yielded 183 genotypes distributed among 3 
microsatellites (Tsub78, Tsub86 and Tsub34) 
(Table 1). 

Paternity analyses using microsatellite data 

The genotypes of 4 virgin females, their 
experimentally provided mates and the resulting 
offspring (N = 44) were determined using both 
likelihood and exclusion approach as 
implemented with software CERVUS 2.0 
{Marshall:1998vy}. CERVUS 2.0 calculates 
allele frequencies for each of the seven used loci, 
estimates of observed and expected 
heterozygosity, the polymorphic information 
content (PIC, which measures the information’s 
related to the expected heterozygosity), and the 
null allele frequencies, as reported in Table 1.  

We used the allele counting parental 
reconstruction method (Jones et al., 2010), based 
on data for three microsatellite loci, to estimate 
the minimum number of fathers necessary to 
explain the variation in genotypes in the progeny 
arrays within each family. This approach requires 
highly polymorphic markers, and is particularly 
useful for species with large numbers of progeny, 
since the prospects of successful reconstruction 
diminishes rapidly if an unknown parent has 
fewer than 8-10 offspring in the family array 
(Jones et al., 2010). This approach is therefore 
likely to result in an underestimate of the number 
of fathers that have contributed parentage to 
half-sibling arrays, compared to more 
sophisticated approaches that take allele and 
genotype frequencies into consideration. 
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Results 

Females experimentally mated to several males 
produce half-sibling offspring 

Parentage analysis based on allele counting of 
microsatellite loci for captive reared females 
experimentally mated with four different males in 
sequence and their newly hatched offspring 
demonstrated that mating with more than one 
male can result in multiple paternity. The 4 
selected females produced on average 11 (range 7 
to 16) hatchlings. The estimated minimum 
number of sires contributing parentage to these 
families was 1 for two of the families (consisting 
of 7 and 10 offspring), and 2 for the other two 
families (10 and 16 offspring). We do not know 
if the females mated with each of the four 
presented males. 

Weak or no effect of parental colour morph 
resemblance on number, viability or diversity of 
offspring 

Analyses of data for wild caught females that 
were experimentally mated with two males 
uncovered a weak effect of parental colour morph 
resemblance on number of hatchlings, but no 
effects on the survival or colour morph diversity 
of offspring (Fig. 3). Thus, mothers that 
belonged to a colour morph different from both 
males produced slightly fewer hatchlings (on 
average 14.1 versus 17.2 ) than did mothers that 
belonged to a morph similar to either the first or 
the second male (Generalized Linear Mixed 
Model (GLMM), implemented with procedure 
GENMOD in SAS, Poisson regression, χ12 = 
4.98, P = 0.034). Whether the mother belonged 
to a colour morph different from both males or 
similar to either the first or the second male did 
not influence the proportion of nymphs that 
survived until the inventory in early autumn 
(GLMM, Wald statistic for type 3 analysis, 
effect of crowding as estimated by number of 
nymphs released in bucket: χ12 = 3.24, P = 0.07; 
effect of parental morph resemblance: χ12 = 0.11, 
P = 0.74), nor colour morph diversity among 
offspring within families (ANCOVA, effect on 
number of morphs of family size: F 1,32 = 35.93, 
P < 0.0001; parental colour morph resemblance: 
F 1,32 = 0.14, P = 0.71). 
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 Figure 3. Effects of parental colour morph resemblance 
on the number, survival and colour morph diversity of 
offspring. Data for wild caught Tetrix subulata females 
experimentally mated with two different males. The 
female either belonged to a different colour morph than 
both males, or to same colour morph as either the first or 
the second male. Numbers above horizontal axis denote 
sample sizes. Error bars indicate 95% confidence limits. 

 

No effects of population admixture on number 
or viability of offspring 

Analyses of data from the mating experiment 
carried out with wild caught females uncovered 
no effects of population admixture on number or 
viability of hatchlings (Fig. 4). Thus, whether the 
mother was assigned to the control group and 
offered no males in the laboratory, or to one of 
the experimental groups and sequentially mated 
with two males both of which originated from 
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the same source population as the female, or with 
two males one of which (either the first or the 
second) originated from a different population 
did not influence the number of hatched nymphs 
that emerged from clutches (GLMM, Poisson 
regression, χ32 = 5.31, P > 0.10), nor the 
proportion of nymphs that survived until the 
inventory in early autumn (GLMM, Wald 
statistic for type 3 analysis, effect of crowding: 
χ12 = 0.44, P = 0.51; mating treatment: χ32 = 
5.65, P = 0.13). 
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Figure 4. Effects of mating treatment on number and 
survival of offspring. Data for wild caught Tetrix subulata 
females experimentally mated with no male (control), two 
males from same population as the female (S-S), first a 
male from a different and then a second male from the 
same population as the female (D-S), first a male from 
same and then a second male from a different population 
than the female (D-S). Numbers above horizontal axis 
denote sample sizes. Error bars indicate 95% confidence 
limits. 

 

Multiple paternity increases colour morph 
diversity in the wild 

The results of our parentage analysis based on 
allele counting of microsatellite loci for a subset 
of the sample of wild caught control females and 
their captive reared offspring, confirmed that 

multiple paternity occurs under natural 
conditions. The 14 selected females produced on 
average 12 (range 7 to 24) offspring that survived 
until maturity. The mean estimated minimum 
number of sires contributing parentage to these 
families was 1.9 (range 1-3).  

Analysis of data for these families further 
uncovered that colour morph diversity increased 
with increasing family size (F 1,11 = 6.53, P = 
0.026) and with increasing minimum number of 
sires (F 1,11 = 6.94, P = 0.023). Comparisons of 
least-squares means revealed that, for the average 
family size of 12 mature offspring, number of 
colour morph increased from 3.2 on average in 
families win which all offspring shared the same 
father, to 5.7 morphs in families consisting of 
half-sibling offspring sired by 3 or more different 
males (Fig. 5), thus demonstrating that multiple 
paternity may promote phenotypic diversity 
among individual offspring within sib-ships in 
the wild. 
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Figure 5. Effects of multiple paternity on colour morph 
diversity among Tetrix subulata families. Data for wild 
caught females mated in the wild, whose offspring were 
hatched and reared to maturity in captivity. Least squares 
means show the average number of colour morphs for a 
family size of 12 mature offspring, as estimated from 
linear regression of number of colour morphs on number 
of individuals. Data for 14 families. Minimum number of 
fathers for each family was estimated based on allele 
counting of three microsatellite loci. Error bars indicate 
95% confidence limits. Colour morph diversity within 
families increased significantly with increasing family size 
(F 1,11 = 6.53, P = 0.026) and with increasing minimum 
number of sires (F 1,11 = 6.94, P = 0.023). 
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Discussion 

It has been demonstrated that pygmy 
grasshoppers are promiscuous (Caesar et al., 
2007) and suggested that the offspring of 
polyandrous mothers are more colour morph 
diverse because they are half-siblings (Forsman et 
al., 2007). However, there are many reasons why 
a female may mate with more than one male, 
mating with multiple males does not necessarily 
result in shared paternity, and shared paternity 
need not increase offspring diversity (see above 
for references). Our study provides the first 
experimental support based on molecular genetic 
markers for the proposed link between 
polyandry, multiple paternity and offspring 
colour morph diversity in pygmy grasshoppers.  

By experimentally mating virgin females to 
multiple males and genotyping their offspring 
using microsatellites we demonstrate that Tetrix 
subulata polyandrous pygmy grasshopper females 
can produce offspring sired by different fathers. 
We found signatures of multiple paternity not 
only under controlled conditions in the 
laboratory, but also in families produced by 
control females that had mated under natural 
conditions in the wild. Although a polyandrous 
mating behaviour in free-ranging pygmy 
grasshoppers has been reported earlier (Caesar et 
al., 2007), there has been no conclusive evidence 
(due to lack of genetic markers for this species) 
that it translates into multiple paternity and 
increased diversity among the resulting offspring. 
Our present study also shows that the number of 
colour morphs in captive reared families 
increased with increasing minimum number of 
fathers, as estimated using parental 
reconstruction based on microsatellite loci. 
Although our present analysis is based on limited 
sample sizes, the results corroborate those of 
Forsman et al. (2007) who found that T. subulata 
females mated to one male produced less diverse 
offspring than did females mated to two similar 
colour morph males and females mated to two 
different colour morph males. 

Polyandry and multiple paternity was 
recorded almost a century ago also in the North 
American pygmy grasshoppers Apotettix 
eurycephalus and Paratettix texanus (Nabours, 
1929). In one experiment, eight virgin females of 
P. texanus were given opportunity to mate with 

several (four to eight) males of different 
dominant colour patterns, and the normal 
recessive, such that there would be no doubt as to 
the identity of the paternity of the offspring. 
Based on the distribution of colour patterns 
among the resulting offspring, it was concluded 
that in all eight cases, several (three to seven) 
males shared the parentage of the offspring 
produced by each female (Nabours, 1929). Taken 
together, the above findings implicate the 
polyandrous mating system and multiple 
paternity in pygmy grasshoppers as promoting of 
the maintenance of genetic and phenotypic 
diversity within populations, as suggested for 
other organisms (e.g., McLeod & Marshall, 
2009; Yue & Chang, 2010). 

Multiply mated pygmy grasshopper females 
may obtain several fitness benefits by producing 
more colour morph diverse offspring. If there are 
many colour variants within a group of siblings, 
the probability increases that at least one morph 
will be well protected against predators (Bond, 
2007). The coexistence of two or more colour 
variants may also reduce predator efficiency and 
increase survival in polymorphic prey populations 
(Glanville & Allen, 1997; Wennersten & 
Forsman, 2009). As stated above, pygmy 
grasshopper colour variants differ in a suite of 
correlated and functionally important 
morphological, physiological, behavioural and 
life-history traits (Forsman, 1999; Forsman & 
Appelqvist, 1999; Forsman et al., 2002; Ahnesjö 
& Forsman, 2006). A superior success of more 
variable groups is therefore expected in part due 
to greater generalism (summed across 
individuals) with regard to thermal requirements, 
dietary preferences, or life-history characteristics 
(Forsman et al., 2008; Forsman et al., 2012). 
Accordingly, there is experimental evidence that, 
at high density, survival of captive pygmy 
grasshoppers is enhanced by high phenotypic 
diversity, indicating that resource utilization is 
more efficient and competition less manifest in 
polymorphic groups (Caesar et al., 2010).  

Phenotypically and genetically more variable 
populations are also hypothesized to be better 
able to withstand and adapt to changing 
conditions (Bolnick et al., 2003; Kolbe et al., 
2004; Forsman et al., 2008; Hughes et al., 2008; 
Bell & Gonzalez, 2009; Chevin et al., 2010; 
Wennersten & Forsman, in press). In agreement 
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with this notion, there is evidence that diversity 
may promote establishment in new 
environments. Forsman et al. (2012) introduced 
small groups of only six to seven T. subulata 
individuals to meadows, clear-cuts, pastures and 
coastal meadows in the wild, and found that 
establishment success increased with increasing 
colour morph diversity in the founder group. 
This suggests that the offspring of multiply 
mated females that disperse to new areas are 
more likely to successfully found new 
populations.  

On the role of parental colour morph 
resemblance 

Pygmy grasshopper colour morphs represent 
alternative suites of highly integrated functionally 
important traits (see above for references), and it 
has therefore been hypothesized that 
interbreeding between morphs may result in the 
break-up of co-adapted gene complexes and the 
production of offspring with inferior or 
incompatible trait value combinations (Caesar et 
al., 2007; Forsman et al., 2007; Caesar & 
Forsman, 2009). Our present mating experiment 
uncovered partial support for this contention. 
Thus, mothers that belonged to a colour morph 
different from both experimentally provided 
males produced slightly fewer hatchlings on 
average than did mothers that were similar to one 
of the provided males. We did not count the 
number of un-hatched eggs, and therefore 
cannot determine whether the larger number of 
hatchlings produced by assortatively mated 
mothers reflected larger clutches or a higher 
hatching success. Previous studies have found no 
differences in either clutch size or hatching 
success between T. subulata females mated with 
different or similar colour morph males 
(Forsman et al., 2007; Caesar & Forsman, 2009).  

We found no effect of parental colour morph 
resemblance on survival post-hatching. This 
outcome differs from that of Caesar and 
Forsman (2009), who showed that offspring 
survival depended in a complex manner on the 
combination of male and female colour morphs 
and the environmental conditions (sun or shade) 
to which offspring were exposed during growth. 
Why we detected no effect on survival in this 
study is unclear. Our overall present findings are 
nevertheless consistent with the notion that 

pygmy grasshopper females may mate with 
multiple males to avoid reproductive failure due 
to low quality, sterile or genetically incompatible 
males (see also Caesar & Forsman, 2009), and to 
obtain fitness benefits mediated by the 
production of more diverse offspring (this study; 
Forsman et al., 2007), as discussed above.  

No apparent negative effects of population 
admixture 

Inter-breeding between individuals from 
different populations may have negative effects 
on fitness, due to break-up of co-adapted gene 
complexes or local adaptations (McClelland & 
Naish, 2007; Simberloff, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 
2011). However, our mating experiment 
uncovered no negative effects of admixture. The 
number and survival of hatchlings was not 
influenced by whether the putative fathers 
originated from the same or from a different 
source population than the mother. In this 
context, it is probably of significance that the two 
source populations (Sävsjö and Bredsätra) used 
for this experiment occupied similar habitat 
types, namely pasture areas with small ponds. 
Although the populations have different 
evolutionary histories, they may share similar 
adaptations as a result of having been exposed to 
comparable environmental challenges and 
selective regimes. In addition, both populations 
probably are relatively young (in an evolutionary 
perspective), since the habitats are influenced by 
recent and ongoing human activities, and there 
may not have been sufficient time for unique 
genetic modifications to accumulate. If there is 
no genetic divergence between populations, one 
would not expect any strong negative effects of 
admixture, but analyses and comparisons of 
genetic diversity within and divergence between 
these two populations are necessary before any 
firm conclusion is possible. Additionally, some 
negative effects of admixture may not be 
expressed until the second generation (e.g., Peer 
& Taborsky, 2005), and they would remain 
undetected in our study. 

 

Conclusions 

In summary, our present study demonstrates that 
T. subulata pygmy grasshopper females that have 
mated with multiple males may produce 
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offspring that are half-siblings sired by different 
males, and confirm that such half-sibling families 
are more colour morph diverse. These results 
implicate the polyandrous mating behaviour as 
an important driver of the ecological and 
evolutionary dynamics of the colour 
polymorphism in this system, and suggest that 
multiple paternity may promote the maintenance 
of diversity within pygmy grasshopper 
populations.  
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Abstract 
Despite extensive research, there is no consensus concerning the influence of fluctuating selection, gene flow and 
population dynamics on the genetic composition of natural populations. Studies of different model systems are 
necessary to resolve these issues. We used AFLPs to investigate gene flow, genetic structure and divergence 
among pygmy grasshoppers (Orthoptera: Tetrigidae) from five sampling locations in Sweden. Pygmy 
grasshoppers are small, widely distributed, polyandrous insects that exhibit extensive phenotypic variation in 
colour patterns, morphology, physiology, behaviours, life-history and with regard to presence or absence of 
functional wings. Analyses of 130 polymorphic AFLP markers revealed high genetic diversity (PPL = 63.8 to 
94.6; Hj = 0.25 to 0.39) within, and significant divergence among sampling localities, but genetic distances were 
not correlated with geographic distances. Bayesian population structure analysis uncovered two very distinct gene 
clusters, both of which were present within two of the localities. Signatures of high genetic diversity within and 
divergence among sampling localities were evident also within each cluster, suggesting that rapid evolution and 
adaptation in response to divergent selection is possible, and that gene flow is restricted. A geographically 
expanded sampling scheme, mating experiments in areas of sympatry, and incorporation of mtDNA sequence 
data may be used to investigate if the two gene clusters reflect different postglacial colonization routes, if they 
represent evolutionarily significant units, and to assess the degree of reproductive isolation. 
 
Key words: AFLP; dispersal; evolution; gene flow; Orthoptera; polymorphism; population divergence; Tetrix 
subulata 
 
 
Introduction 
The patterns of genetic diversity seen within and among populations and species are influenced by a 
complex interplay of ecological and evolutionary processes. It has long been recognized that the effects of 
stochastic events and selection depend on the graininess of the environment, that is, on the spatial and 
temporal scale of environmental variation relative to the mobility, dispersal capacity and life span of the 
organism (Haldane & Jayakar, 1963; Levins, 1968; Hedrick, 1986; Seger & Brockmann, 1987; Frank & 
Slatkin, 1990; Roff, 1992; Ellner, 1996; Roff, 1997; Hanski, 1998; Hedrick, 2006; Bell, 2010). Despite 
extensive research, however, there remain many controversies and unresolved issues. For instance, there is 
no consensus with regard to the question whether selection in temporally changing environments generally 
promotes or erodes genetic variation. Moreover, it is commonly stated that dispersal and gene flow typically 
has a homogenizing effect and dilutes genetic differences between populations. However, dispersal does not 
always translate into gene flow, since immigrants may die before they reproduce, behavioural differences 
between populations may function as mating barriers, and out-breeding depression associated with 
admixture of genotypes from different locally adapted populations may result in non-viable offspring. 
Additionally, in combination with differential and matching habitat choice, dispersal may contribute to 
population divergence and promote the evolution of local adaptations (Hanski, 1998; Reznick & 
Ghalambor, 2001; Edelaar et al., 2008). When it comes to the effect of population dynamics, the 
conventional view is that small population size, bottlenecks and founder events result in losses of alleles. 
Yet, some studies have reported surprisingly high levels of genetic variation in small and peripheral 
populations (Simberloff, 2009). A deeper understanding and resolution of these issues requires that the 
fundamental ecological and evolutionary processes are studied in variety of model systems. 

Here, we investigate the joint effects of history, random events, gene flow and selection in 
heterogeneous environments on the genetic structure and divergence in populations of pygmy grasshoppers 
(Orthoptera, Tetrigidae). Pygmy grasshoppers exhibit extensive intra-specific variation and provide a classic 
example and model system for studies of colour polymorphism (Nabours, 1929; Forsman et al., 2011). 
Morphs range from light grey via different shades of brown to black, some being uniform and others 
mottled or patterned with stripes or speckles (illustrations available elsewhere: Caesar et al., 2010; Forsman 
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et al., 2012). Individuals vary also with regard to texture of the integument, the surface being either smooth, 
granular or consisting of longitudinal ridges and grooves. Colour variants of Tetrix differ in thermal 
physiology, body size, reproductive life history, predator avoidance behaviours, microhabitat utilization and 
diet, such that they occupy different niches and are considered eco-morphs (Forsman, 1999; Forsman & 
Appelqvist, 1999; Forsman et al., 2002; Ahnesjö & Forsman, 2006; Karpestam & Forsman, 2011). Morphs 
of T. subulata are genetically influenced and not affected to any important degree by developmental 
plasticity (see Forsman et al., 2011 and references therein). A recent study documented strong divergence 
among and rapid evolutionary modifications of colour morph frequencies within T. subulata populations in 
response to spatiotemporal environmental changes associated with forest fires (Forsman et al., 2011).  

Mark-recapture data of free-ranging T. subulata individuals indicate that they are sedentary and 
normally move only a few meters per day (Forsman & Appelqvist, 1999; Caesar et al., 2007). However, T. 
subulata is wing dimorphic (Nabours, 1929; Rehn & Grant, 1955), and macropterous individuals with 
functional wings experimentally released in unfavourable habitats may resort to active flights of up to 75 m, 
thus indicating a capacity for long distance dispersal. The incidence of the long-winged morph is higher in 
disturbed than in stable habitats, suggesting that new populations may be founded by flight capable 
colonizers (Berggren et al., submitted). There is also evidence that new populations may be established by 
small founder groups of only six individuals. Forsman et al. (2012) introduced more than 60 experimental T. 
subulata founder groups to meadows, clear-cuts, pastures and coastal meadows in the wild in the south east 
of Sweden, and found that establishment success was high and increased with increasing colour morph 
diversity in the founder group (Forsman et al., 2012). That female T. subulata mated to several males may 
produce half-siblings that are more colour morph diverse (Forsman et al., 2007), may contribute to their 
high establishment capacity.  

These ecological characteristics make pygmy grasshoppers a good model system for investigating the 
joint contribution of dispersal, long-distance movements, and gene flow and founder events to population 
divergence, the evolution of local adaptations and the dynamics and maintenance of polymorphisms. Yet, 
to our knowledge, no studies of population genetic structure have been conducted on pygmy grasshoppers 
because of lack of molecular genetic markers. Our aim in this study was to address these issues and use 
AFLP data (Vos et al., 1995; Bensch & Åkesson, 2005) to investigate gene flow, population genetic 
structure and divergence among  T. subulata pygmy grasshopper populations from five sampling localities in 
Sweden.  

 
Materials and Methods 
 
Study species 
Tetrix subulata is an Orthopteran of the Tetrigidae family. It is a small (<15mm total body length, mean 
0.07g dry body mass), diurnal, ground dwelling and widely distributed insect that inhabits biomes ranging 
from tropical rainforests to arctic regions of Europe, Asia and much of North America south to Mexico 
(Rehn & Grant, 1955; Holst, 1986). It usually occupies damper microhabitats in relatively open areas (e.g., 
clear cuttings, shore meadows, areas burned by fire), where it lives on the soil surface and feeds on 
microalgae growing on moist soils, mosses and detritus (Holst, 1986). Adult and late instars nymphs 
hibernate during winter and emerge in April-May when reproduction ensues. Females survive at most one 
reproductive season, produce multiple pods of egg (< 35 eggs/clutch), and nymphs develop through five 
(males) or six (females) instars before eclosing. T. subulata usually occurs in low densities but, because of its 
high reproductive capacity, it may rapidly become very numerous when conditions are favourable. 

 
Sampling and study area 
During 2005-2010 we collected 120 T. subulata pygmy grasshoppers from 5 natural populations in Sweden 
(Table 1). We selected sampling localities on the Swedish mainland and on the island of Öland, situated 
off the Swedish east coast in the Baltic Sea, such that our data set contained three relatively adjacent 
populations in the south-eastern part of the Swedish mainland, one population (Vanserumbäck) on the 
island of Öland, situated off the Swedish east coast in the Baltic Sea and separated from the three mainland 
populations by a potential local transmission barrier (ca 2 km of open water), and one population (Boden) 
in the northern part of Sweden separated from the remaining four by a large (> 1000 km) geographic 
distance. The sampling localities represented different types of habitats, including a stream shoreline, clear-
cut areas that had previously been ravaged by fire, pastures and a meadow (Table 1). Grasshoppers were 
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collected by hand in spring during days with weather conditions suitable for grasshopper activity (for details 
see Forsman et al., 2011; Forsman et al., 2012), identified to species (subspecies) according to Holst (1986), 
classified according to sex, colour morph, and wing morph, and preserved in 90% ethanol until DNA 
extraction. 

 
DNA extraction and molecular genetics analyses 
From each of the five sampling locations we used between 23 and 25 individuals for DNA extraction and 
genetic analysis (Table 1). DNA was extracted from the femur of each individual. The femur was put in 
500µl SET-buffer (0.015M NaCl, 0.05M Tris, 0.001M EDTA, pH 8.0) and homogenized on a Qiagen 
Tissulyser at 23rps for 3 min. We added 7.5 µl Proteinase K (20mg/ml)) and 13µl SDS (20%) to each 
samples and kept them in a water bath (55°C) over night. The samples were then extracted using Phenol-
Chloroform method according to Sambrook (Sambrook et al., 2002). The extracted DNA was diluted in 
25µl 1XTE buffer, and quantified using a Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific). Each sample was diluted to 
a final concentration of 25ng/µl.  

Analysis of amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) was carried out as described by Vos (Vos 
et al., 1995; Bensch & Åkesson, 2005), using the restriction enzymes EcoRI and TrueI. Seven different 
combinations of selective PCR- primers were evaluated on a sub set of the samples using the pre 
amplification primers MA X EA. Of these, four combinations were selected for further analysis (MCAG X 
ETGA, MCGC X ETAG, MCAG X ETAG, MCAC X ETCG, MCAC X ETAG). PCR reactions were diluted 1:8 of 
which 2µl were sent to Uppsala Genome Center for fragment analysis using capillary electrophoresis on an 
ABI3730XL DNA Analyzer (Applies Biosystems). Chromatograms were visualized and evaluated using 
GeneMapper 3.X (Applied Biosystems). A total of 130 polymorphic sites were used for further analysis. 
More bands were present on the chromatograms, but the 130 bands were selected based on unambiguous 
scoring. Peak heights were normalized using AFLPscore (Whitlock et al., 2008), and were scored as 
present if the peaks were higher than 15% of the mean peak height of the particular locus. Samples were 
processed in random in order to avoid confounding effects.  

 
Estimates of genetic diversity within populations 
Some of the sampled populations might have expanded recently as a result of colonization of and 
establishment by small founding groups in disturbed (e.g., newly burnt) areas, and others might have 
passed through severe population bottlenecks. Such populations would be expected to exhibit relatively 
lower genetic diversity. When populations pass through severe bottlenecks, the number of alleles decreases 
at a faster rate than the degree of heterozygosity, due to losses of rare alleles. It is difficult to assign the 
degree of heterozygosity using AFLP since these markers are dominant. Yet, comparisons of the allelic 
diversity in single populations with the global diversity can provide indirect indications of previous 
bottlenecks. Number of polymorphic alleles (PL), percentage of polymorphic loci (PPL) at the 5% level, 
and expected heterozygosity or Nei’s genetic diversity (Hj, analogous to He) (Nei, 1973) was calculated for 
each sampling locality using software AFLP-SURV (available from 
http://www.ulb.ac.be/sciences/lagev/aflp-surv.html). In this approach, the frequency of the null (-) allele at 
each locus is computed as the square root of the proportion of individuals in the sample that lack the AFLP 
fragment (i.e. the square root of one minus the frequency of the AFLP fragment in the sample), and the 
frequency of the marker allele is then computed as one minus the frequency of the null allele. This method 
provides downwardly biased estimates of the frequency of the null allele, especially for loci with a high 
sample frequency of the AFLP fragment, i.e. low frequency of the null allele (Lynch & Milligan, 1994). 

 
Analyses of genetic variation among populations 
To identify genetic structuring in the pygmy grasshopper populations we used a full Bayesian model-based 
approach to assign individuals to populations according to their AFLP marker genotypes using the 
program STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000). The program estimates the probability of the data given a 
certain number of populations (K) as well as the probability of each individual to be a member of either of 
the populations. The probabilities are calculated under a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. 
To estimate the true number of K for the given dataset, mean probabilities were calculated for K = 1-10 
with 10 independent runs per K. Each run was run using 20000 MCMC cycles after a burn in period of 
5000 iterations. Local prior was set to sample location (Hubisz et al., 2009), under an admixture model. 
The number of estimated populations (K) that best fitted the distribution in the data was determined using 
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the Evanno method (Evanno et al., 2005), as implemented in Structure Harvester (Earl, 2011). That is, by 
plotting ln Pr(XІK) for ten runs of each K from one to ten, and then choosing the K at which the plot 
reaches an asymptote (Fig 1A and B). For individual assignment to populations, an independent run 
consisting of 5million MCMC cycles and a burn in period of 50000 was used, implementing the obtained 
optimal K. Since AFLP markers are dominant, a recessive allele model was used in all STRUCTURE runs. 

Partitioning of genetic variation for AFLP loci was estimated for individuals within populations and for 
individuals among sampling localities using an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) procedure. The 
overall FST statistic, AMOVA and Pairwise FST values were calculated as implemented in Arlequin version 
3.0 (Excoffier et al., 2005). The statistical significance of the AMOVA and the FST analyses was tested by 
1,000 random permutations of individuals among populations. To obtain a visual representation of the 
structure in the data, we first conducted a Principal Coordinate analysis (PCoA) using a Jaccard distance, 
which calculates the dissimilarity between asymmetric binary variables, a as implemented in the software 
FAMD (Schluter & Harris, 2006), and then included all individuals in a bi-plot of the first and second 
PCoA axes (Fig 2).  

To evaluate the isolation by distance hypothesis, i.e. that the genetic differences between populations (as 
estimated by FST) were positively correlated with the geographic distances (log km) that separate 
populations, we used Mantel test for a matrix correlation implemented using software IBDWS (v.3.23 
available at http://ibdws.sdsu.edu/) (Jensen et al., 2005).  

Within each of two identified gene clusters (see Results), gene flow between pairs of populations based 
on the equation Nm = 0.25(1/FST - 1) was calculated from FST values under the assumption of an infinite-
island model of population structure (Wright 1951). 
 
Results 
Analyses of the 130 polymorphic AFLP markers revealed high within population genetic diversity 
(proportion polymorphic loci and average heterozygosity) across all sampling localities (PPL = 63.8 to 94.6; 
Hj = 0.25 to 0.39, Table 1). The Bayesian population structure analysis indicated that the individuals in our 
sample could be assigned, with a certainty above 80%, to either of two gene clusters (see below). Separate 
analyses within each of the two clusters yielded values of population genetic diversity that were similar in 
magnitude (mean and range), but slightly lower compared to those obtained for the pooled data set (cf 
Tables 1 and 2). 
 
 
Table 1. Genetic diversity in samples of Tetrix subulata pygmy grasshoppers collected from five sampling locations on the 
Swedish mainland and on the island of Öland off the Swedish east coast in the Baltic Sea. N indicates number of sampled 
individuals, PL indicates number of polymorphic loci, PPL indicates percentage polymorphic loci, and Hj indicates genetic 
diversity.  
Sampling location N Habitat type Lat. Long. 

Coordinates 
PL PPL Hj (S.E.) 

Boden (BOD2) 24 Meadow N65º38.969’, 
E22º2.507’ 

88 67.7 0.26 (0.017) 

Kosta (KOS) 24 Clear-cut, 
managed fire 

N56º51.308’, 
E16º35.417’ 

83 63.8 0.25 (0.017) 

Oknebäck (OKN) 24 Stream 
shoreline 

N57º1.172’, 
E16º26.698’ 

108 83.1 0.33 (0.015) 

Sävsjö (SAV) 25 Pasture and 
pond 

N56º56.019’, 
E16º21.808’ 

122 94.6 0.39 (0.012) 

Vanserum (VAN) 23 Pasture N56º40.457’, 
E16º38.338’ 

98 75.4 0.31 (0.017) 

Total 120   130  0.31 (0.025) 
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Table 2. Genetic diversity in samples of Tetrix subulata pygmy grasshoppers collected from five sampling locations on the 
Swedish mainland and on the island of Öland in the Baltic Sea. The table shows separate estimates of diversity based on 
individuals assigned to either of two gene clusters (see text for details). N indicates number of sampled individuals, PL 
indicates number of polymorphic loci, PPL indicates percentage polymorphic loci, and Hj indicates genetic diversity. 
Sampling          > 80% assigned to Gene cluster 1           > 80% assigned to Gene cluster 2 
location N PL PPL Hj (S.E) N PL PPL Hj (S.E.) 
Boden 23 83 63.8 0.25 (0.017) - - - - 
Kosta - - -  24 83 63.8 0.25 (0.017) 
Oknebäck 5 75 57.7 0.27 (0.019) 17 80 61.5 0.24 (0.017) 
Sävsjö 10 105 80.8 0.32 (0.017) 13 76 58.5 0.26 (0.018) 
Vanserum 23 98 75.4 0.31 (0.017) - - - - 
Total 61 130  0.29 (0.017) 54 130  0.25 (0.016) 
 

The likelihood values obtained in the assignment test (Structure) indicated that the individuals included 
in our dataset could be clustered into two populations (K = 2); the mean likelihood values reached plateau 
after K = 2 (Fig 1) and K = 2 gave the highest delta K value (Evanno et al. 2005). 

 

 
Figure 1. Bayesian population structure analysis used to assign 116 pygmy grasshopper individuals to different genetic 
clusters for AFLP genotypes. (A) Mean likelihood of 10 simulations of 1-10 populations (K) of pygmy grasshoppers. (B) 
Change (delta K) in likelihood for K=1-10 (Evanno et al. 2005). (C) Individual probability assignment of each of the 
individuals sampled in the five different locations. Individuals, sorted into the five sampling localities, are along the x-axis. 
The y-axis denotes the cumulative posterior probability of an individual’s placement in particular population(s). Data based 
on 130 variable AFLP markers. See Table 1 for a key to abbreviations of sampling localities. 
 

The existence of two genetic clusters (i.e., Gene cluster 1 and 2) was supported also by the results of the 
Principal Coordinate analysis (Fig 2), with the first and second PCoA axis accounting for 35.8% and 6.1%, 
respectively, of the total variation in the data. All individuals from the populations in Boden and Vanserum 
were assigned to Gene cluster 1. Conversely, all individuals from the population in Kosta were assigned to 
Gene cluster 2 (Fig. 2). By contrast, each of the two samples of individuals collected from the populations 
in Oknebäck and Sävsjö contained representatives of both genetic clusters (i.e. with a probability > 80%) 
(Fig 2). 

The samples from these two sampling locations also included some individuals with ambiguous 
population assignment, possibly representing genetically intermediate individuals, i.e. hybrids of the two 
gene clusters (Fig 2). Dividing the total dataset in two populations yielded an FST value of divergence 
between gene cluster 1 and 2 of 0.42 (AMOVA 1,114 , P < 0.001). We obtained comparable estimates of 
divergence between clusters in separate analyses within each of the two localities where representatives of 
both clusters coexisted (AMOVA, Sävjsö: FST = 0.47; P < 0.001; Oknebäck: FST = 0.49; P < 0.001). Visual 
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inspection of frequency plots of present alleles for the 130 AFLP markers in both clusters indicate that the 
division was not simply caused by a group of individuals consistently scoring zero alleles due to poor 
amplification (Fig 3).  

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Principal Coordination analysis plots for 
pygmy grasshopper individuals collected at five 
sampling locations for 130 AFLP markers calculated 
using Jaccard distance. Axis 1 (horizontal) accounted 
for 35.8% of the total variation and axis 2 (vertical) 
accounted for 6.1% of the variation. Circled 
individuals have been assigned with a probability 
>80% to either of two gene clusters identified based 
on AFLP data analyzed using software 
STRUCTURE (Fig. 1). See Table 1 for a key to 
abbreviations of sampling localities. 

 
Although the assignment analysis identified only two distinct clusters, we performed additional analyses 

of population structure at a finer scale. The overall population fixation index (FST) based on all populations 
and individuals (i.e., pooled data for gene cluster 1 and 2) was 0.25 (AMOVA FST 4, 119 = 0.25; P < 0.001 
(based on 1023 permutations), thus indicating that 25% of the variation was found among the five sampled 
populations, and 75% within populations. Pairwise comparisons showed significant differentiation between 
all five sampling locations, with FST values ranging from 0.03 between Sävsjö and Oknebäck, to 0.49 
between Boden and Kosta (Table 3). 
 
Table 3. Pairwise FST values from comparisons between five sampling locations of Tetrix subulata pygmy grasshoppers. Lower 
matrix indicates FST values; upper matrix indicates P-values. See Table 1 for a key to abbreviations of sampling locations. 
 KOS BOD OKN SAV VAN 
KOS  <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
BOD 0.49  <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
OKN 0.08 0.31  0.036 <0.001 
SAV 0.12 0.22 0.05  <0.001 
VAN 0.46 0.11 0.31 0.17  
 
 
!"
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Figure 3. Frequency of present AFLP bands at 130 different loci. Bars above and below zero represent the frequencies of the 
same allele in gene cluster 1 and gene cluster 2, respectively.
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Figure 4. Pairwise comparisons of genetic differences between five pygmy grasshopper populations (as estimated by FST) were 
not correlated with the geographic distances separating the different sampling locations.  
 

Significant genetic differentiation between populations from different sampling localities was evident 
also within each of the two gene clusters, as evidenced by separate analyses (AMOVAs and pairwise FST) 
for individuals assigned to gene cluster 1 or 2. The AMOVAs identified significant population structures 
both in cluster 1 (FST 3,60= 0.07, P < 0.001, 7.1% among populations, 92.8% within populations) and in 
cluster 2 (FST 2,51= 0.03, P < 0.001, 3.5% among, 95.5% within populations). There was no significant effect 
of isolation by distance among our five sampling localities (analysis based on the entire data set, Mantel 
matrix correlation between FST and log distance, Z = 5.68, r = 0.27, Pone-tailed = 0.26)(Fig 4). Estimated gene 
flow (Nm) and genetic divergence (FST values) among pairs of sampling localities within each gene cluster 
are reported in Tables 4 and 5. 
 
Table 4. Pairwise FST distance and Nm values among Tetrix subulata pygmy grasshopper populations assigned to gene cluster 
1. See text for details. Lower matrix indicates FST values; upper matrix indicates P-values. See Table 1 for a key to 
abbreviations of sampling locations and Table 2 for sample sizes. * = P < 0.05, *** = P < 0.001. 
 BOD OKN SAV VAN 
BOD  1.83 2.53 2.02 
OKN 0.12  - 6.00 
SAV 0.09*** 0  8.08 
VAN 0.11*** 0.04 0.03*  
 
Table 5. Pairwise FST distance and Nm values among Tetrix subulata pygmy grasshopper populations assigned to gene cluster 
2. See text for details. Lower matrix indicates FST values; upper matrix indicates Nm values. See Table 1 for a key to 
abbreviations of sampling locations and Table 2 for sample sizes. ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001.  
 KOS OKN SAV 
KOS  4.75 249 
OKN 0.05***  2.88 
SAV 0.001 0.08**  

 
Discussion 
Despite extensive research, there is no consensus concerning the influence of fluctuating selection, gene 
flow and population dynamics on the genetic composition of natural populations. We studied genetic 
structure in pygmy grasshoppers from five sampling sites in Sweden to explore these issues in a model 
system that has been used for a range of investigations into different aspects of ecology and evolution, but, 
to our knowledge, no studies have been carried out on population genetics of pygmy grasshoppers to date. 
Our present study, based on analyses of 130 polymorphic AFLP markers demonstrates high genetic 
diversity (PPL = 63.8 to 94.6; Hj = 0.25 to 0.39) within, and significant divergence among (overall FST 
value of 0.25) five different sampling localities in Sweden. Much of the genetic differentiation was due to a 
global structuring of individuals into two distinct clusters. Signatures of genetic divergence among sampling 
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localities were evident also within each of the two clusters (the non-significant comparisons involved the 
smallest sub-samples, Tables 2, 4 and 5), suggesting that homogenizing effects of gene flow, if any, have 
been limited in this system. In this context, it is interesting that both clusters (and in 6 of our 7 sub-
samples; all except gene cluster 2 in Oknebäck) contained individuals that belonged to the potentially 
dispersing macropterous form with long functional wings, i.e., a morph type that is common in T. subulata 
but extremely rare in the sister species T. undulate (Holst, 1986; Haes & Harding, 1997). Despite this, the 
estimated numbers of migrants per generation were low between all pairs of populations, except Kosta and 
Sävsjö (Tables 4 and 5). The high levels of genetic diversity (PPL = 57.7 to 80.8; Hj = 0.25 to 0.32) within 
sampling localities and sub-populations in each of the two clusters (Table 2) further indicate that 
bottlenecks, if any, have not had any strong eroding effects in the populations included in this study. To 
this end, the high genetic diversity, together with the extensive phenotypic variation in ecologically 
important traits among individuals, potentially allows for rapid evolutionary responses to fluctuating and 
divergent selection, in line with the large and remarkably fast spatiotemporal shifts in frequencies of 
melanistic (black) phenotypes seen in pygmy grasshoppers in post-fire environments (Forsman et al., 2011). 
The genetic divergence among populations may also mirror in part the successful establishment of new 
populations by small founder groups (Forsman et al., 2012). 

As stated in the introduction, pygmy grasshoppers have many interesting characteristics that taken 
together make them a good model system for investigating effects of history, random events, gene flow and 
selection in heterogeneous environments on the genetic structure and evolutionary divergence of 
populations. However, by far the strongest pattern uncovered by our present analyses was the global genetic 
structuring of individuals in two distinct clusters, between which genetic exchange and recombination 
appears to have been very restricted (Figs 1 and 2). Before using the pygmy grasshopper system for more 
detailed studies of genetic diversity and population differentiation, it is important to investigate and unravel 
the nature as well as the ecological and evolutionary causes and consequences of this deep genetic split.  

The clustering was not simply an artefact caused by allelic dropouts in either of the groups (Fig 3). The 
two clusters also could not be accounted for by separation by geographical distance, since members of both 
clusters coexisted within two (Sävsjö and Oknebäck) of the five sampling locations (Table 1, Figs 1 and 2). 
Our pairwise comparisons further indicate that gene flow has been more restricted between the two gene 
clusters within sampling locations (Sävsjö and Oknebäck) (FST = 0.47 and 0.49 respectively), than between 
sub-populations belonging to the same gene cluster but separated by a geographical distance of more than 
1000km (Sävsjö-Boden, FST = 0.09, Oknebäck-Boden FST = 0.12). Sub-populations are generally 
considered to be greatly genetically differentiated if they exhibit differentiation indexes (FST) in the range of 
0.25 (Wright 1978). That Orthopterans can exhibit deep genetic differentiation at fine geographical scales 
has been demonstrated also in other species of grasshoppers, such as Mioscirtus wagneri on the Iberian 
peninsula (Ortego et al., 2010). The question remains what may have caused the split in pygmy 
grasshoppers?  

 
Alternative origins of the genetic differentiation 
In our opinion, the most plausible alternative explanations for the strong genetic structure is that the two 
clusters either reflect different postglacial colonization routes, or represent individuals belonging to 
different “evolutionarily significant units” (Hey et al., 2003) that are, at least partly, reproductively isolated 
(i.e. cryptic species).  

The literature is filled with example of hybrid zones and secondary contact zones in Europe due to 
different postglacial re-colonization routes (Taberlet et al., 1998). In the case of our grasshoppers, it is 
possible that individuals belonging to gene cluster 2 (including the most south western population) 
represent descendants to immigrant individuals that colonized Sweden from the south, via Denmark. 
Individuals in gene cluster 1 (comprising the most northern [Boden] and eastern [Vanserum on the island 
of Öland] sampling localities) may instead represent descendants to colonizers from Finland that entered 
Sweden in the north, or from the east via island-hopping across the Tvärminne, Åland and Stockholm 
archipelagos in the Baltic Sea. Under this scenario, the mixed populations of Oknebäck and Sävsjö would 
represent populations were secondary contacts is occurring. A geographically expanded sampling scheme is 
necessary to resolve this issue, and examine whether individuals belonging to the two gene clusters exist in 
sympatry throughout much of the distribution range, or if there is geographical sorting of the two gene 
clusters, with sympatric populations occurring only in restricted zones of secondary contact, as expected if 
the genetic differentiation represents different colonization routes.  
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Regardless whether the two gene clusters are found in sympatry throughout the range or only in 
restricted zones, it is important to determine if they belong to one recombining population, or if they are 
ecologically and reproductively isolated members of two evolutionarily significant units (Hey et al., 2003). If 
GC1 and GC2 individuals recombine freely at sites where they coexist, then the clustering may be just a 
ghost of history, of limited importance for the evolutionary dynamics of the species at present. However, if 
they live in sympatry without, or with limited, recombination that would qualify them as ESUs or ‘cryptic 
species’.  

One way to test for recombination between the two clusters would be to investigate the degree to which 
mitochondrial haplotypes (mtDNA sequences) are distributed across nuclear haplotypes (Bensch et al., 
2004) -- in the absence of recombination, one would not expect mitochondrial haplotypes to be shared 
between the two nuclear haplotypes (i.e., between the two AFLP clusters). Such a lack of recombination 
may steam from genetic incompatibility or pre-zygotic reproductive isolation based on behaviours or 
different ecological adaptations (Wu, 2001; Buckling et al., 2009; Wolf et al., 2010). Mating experiments 
and crossings between individuals belonging to the two different gene clusters could be used to assess the 
degree of reproductive isolation and test for signs of outbreeding depression. To that end, pygmy 
grasshoppers may provide an excellent system also for investigations into the speciation processes, and allow 
for future studies of hybrid viability, gene flows across hybrid zones and ecological and behavioural 
displacement. Because of the substantial phenotypic variability within and overlap between pygmy 
grasshopper species, it is imperative that future studies are based not on comparisons between individuals 
classified into different groups on the basis of external morphological characteristics, as has been done in 
previous attempts to study reproductive interference between sister species (Hochkirch et al., 2008; 
Hochkirch & Lemke, 2011). For such comparisons to be informative, individuals must be assigned based 
on information from reliable genetic markers.  

 
Summary and conclusions 
Our data on AFLP markers demonstrate high genetic diversity within, and significant divergence among 
populations of pygmy grasshoppers from five sampling localities in Sweden, but genetic distances were not 
correlated with geographic distances. We found evidence for two very distinct gene clusters, which 
coexisted within two localities. Signatures of high genetic diversity within and divergence among sampling 
localities were evident also within each cluster, suggesting that rapid evolution and adaptation in response 
to divergent selection is possible, and that the diluting effect of gene flow is limited in this system. A 
combination of a geographically expanded sampling scheme, mating experiments in areas of sympatry, and 
incorporation of mtDNA sequence data is required to clarify if the two gene clusters reflect different 
postglacial colonization routes, if they represent evolutionarily significant units, and to assess the degree of 
reproductive isolation.  
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